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CATEGORY HEADINGNew Releases
A MINDSET FOR SUCCESS
Tony Swainston • 9781760566425

It is critical for schools to move away from the 
many talent and IQ myths that presently exist 
and to stop categorising students in a way that 
damages their ability to grow and develop. A 
Mindset for Success outlines key practical steps 
that can be taken in order to do just this, building 
instead a growth mindset culture in all classrooms 
and across schools. Crucially, Tony Swainston 

explains how a mindset for success can benefit everyone, giving more 
meaning to learning that, in turn, brings greater fulfilment for teachers 
and pupils. A Mindset for Success illustrates how grit, resilience and 
perseverance can be nurtured in every child, enabling them to take on 
the challenges of life and our changing world, which will lead them to 
greater academic success and personal happiness. 

CRH6425 • $35.95

● ●

STRETCH AND CHALLENGE FOR ALL
Torsten Payne • 9781760566555

Stretch and Challenge for All: Practical Resources 
for Getting the Best Out of Every Student is 
packed with activities to get the most out of 
learners in any lessons - in any subject or with any 
age group. Designed to reduce teacher workload 
without compromising on the quality of students' 
learning, these activities will cut down on planning 
time and really get students thinking. The easily 

accessible resources don't require a lot of explanation from the teacher 
but they do encourage students to think for themselves; developing 
independence, resilience and metacognitive skills in the process. 

CRH6555 • $45.95

● ●

DEVELOPING TENACITY
Bill Lucas, Ellen Spencer • 9781760566937

Developing Tenacity is a powerful call to action 
and a practical handbook for all teachers who 
want to stimulate and strengthen their students 
learning tenacity. Delving beyond grit and growth 
mindset, the book draws on the co-authors 
research to offer a powerful synthesis of what it 
takes for learners to persevere when confronted 
with challenge. The resulting analysis depicts 

the true value of tenacity inside and outside the educational setting 
and provides teachers with action-oriented strategies as to how the 
four key habits of tenacity (confidence, control, commitment and 
connectivity) can be developed. It is suitable for all teachers and school 
leaders in both primary and secondary settings who want to instil a 
strong sense of tenacity in their students learning approach. 

CRH6937 • $39.95

● ●

MAKE A TWIST: Curriculum 
Differentiation for Gifted 
Students
Michele Juratowitch, Rosanne Blundell • 
9780992288204

Based on June Maker's curriculum 
differentiation model, developed 
specifically for gifted students, Make 

a Twist provides outlines for differentiating curriculum using higher 
order thinking skills and problem solving. Modifications can be made to 
three curriculum-related elements in order to meet the specific learning 
needs of individuals or groups. 

BKD8204 • $45.00

● ●

UNLOCKING STUDENT TALENT
Robin Fogarty, Gene Kerns, Brian Pete • 
9781760565992

How do we truly help students achieve their 
fullest potential? What are the roles of motivation, 
deliberate practice and coaching in developing 
talent and abilities in students? This hands-
on guide examines each of these elements in 
detail providing definitions, relevant research, 
discussions, examples and practical steps to take 

with students in primary, middle years and secondary school. The 
authors examine cutting-edge research on world-class performance 
and distil information specifically for educators. Offering guidelines to 
help teachers spot and encourage students' exceptional aptitudes, 
passionate interests and special strengths, they show concretely 
how to promote greater motivation for learning and success. This 
foundational book infuses new ideas into established teaching. 

TCP5992 • $39.95

● ●

DIFFERENTIATED PROJECTS FOR 
GIFTED STUDENTS: 150 Ready-to-Use 
Independent Studies
Debbie Keiser Triska, Brenda Holt McGee • 
9781760017187

This book helps teachers in Years 3, 4 and 5 
differentiate instruction for advanced and gifted 
learners. The activities are hands-on, discovery-
based, research-oriented and cross-curricular. 

Activities in Differentiated Projects for Gifted Students are grouped 
into chapters according to social studies and science standards. 
These activities can be assigned as independent study projects or can 
be completed by groups of students. The activities in this book were 
written to support and extend instruction in upper primary classrooms. 
Teachers can choose extension activities to help students delve more 
deeply into subject matter.

PRU7187 • 47.95

●

IDENTIFYING GIFTED STUDENTS
Susan Johnsen • 9781760569501

Perfect for anyone seeking a concise introduction 
to the identification of gifted children, this book 
is designed to offer administrators, teachers and 
parents an overview of the critical issues in 
building effective identification procedures. This 
book overviews definitions and characteristics 
of gifted students, qualitative and quantitative 
assessment, using multiple assessments, 
identification procedures and decision-making 

about placement. 

PRU6950 • $29.95

● ●

TEACHING TENACITY, RESILIENCE, 
AND A DRIVE FOR EXCELLENCE, 4-8
Emily Mofield, Megan Parker Peters • 9781760569297

How can we help students develop resilience 
to persevere in the face of setbacks? How can 
we ignite a drive that will inspire them to sustain 
effort even through difficulty? This book equips 
teachers to deliberately cultivate psychosocial 
skills, including self-awareness, problem-solving 
to deal with setbacks, assertive interpersonal 

skills and intellectual risk-taking. By teaching students to be aware 
of how their thoughts, emotions and behaviours affect their pursuit of 
excellence, students can learn to tackle challenges and setbacks that 
they might experience as they reach to achieve. 

PRU9297 • $37.95

● ●
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TALENTED YOUNG MEN 
OVERCOMING TOUGH TIMES
Thomas Hebert • 9781760019747

Talented Young Men Overcoming Tough Times 
features the life stories of five gifted, high-achieving 
young men who overcame serious adversity in their 
lives. Their stories, captured through qualitative 
interviews, help us to better understand the factors 
that shaped their resilience and enabled them to 
overcome difficult challenges, including learning 

disabilities, homelessness, poverty, bullying, dysfunctional families, 
and abuse. 

PRU9747 • $55.00

● ●

THINKING LIKE A GEOGRAPHER
Rebecca Burley • 9781760019754

Thinking Like a Geographer focuses on high-
interest, career-related topics in the elementary 
curriculum related to geography and reflects 
key emphases of curricula from the Center for 
Gifted Education at William & Mary, including the 
development of process skills in various content 
areas and the enhancement of discipline-specific 

thinking and habits of mind through hands-on activities. 

PRU9754 • $49.95

●

THINKING LIKE A MATHEMATICIAN
9781760019761

Thinking Like a Mathematician focuses on high-
interest, career-related topics in the elementary 
curriculum related to mathematics and reflects 
key emphases of curricula from the Center for 
Gifted Education at William & Mary, including the 
development of process skills in various content 
areas and the enhancement of discipline-specific 

thinking and habits of mind through hands-on activities. 

PRU9761 • $49.95

●

THINKING LIKE A SCIENTIST
Lemore Teevan • 9781760019778

Thinking Like a Scientist focuses on high-interest, 
career-related topics in the elementary curriculum 
related to science and reflects key emphases of 
curricula from the Center for Gifted Education 
at William & Mary, including the development of 
process skills in various content areas and the 
enhancement of discipline-specific thinking and 

habits of mind through hands-on activities. 

PRU9778 • $49.95

● 

THINKING LIKE AN ENGINEER
9781760019785

Thinking Like an Engineer focuses on high-interest, 
career-related topics in the elementary curriculum 
related to engineering and reflects key emphases 
of curricula from the Center for Gifted Education 
at William & Mary, including the development of 
process skills in various content areas and the 
enhancement of discipline-specific thinking and 

habits of mind through hands-on activities. 

PRU9785 • $49.95

● 

IIM: Teaching Research Skills in Grades 
K-12
Cindy Nottage, Virginia Morse • 9781760567200

IIM: Teaching Research Skills in Grades K–12 offers 
a comprehensive plan for integrating a schoolwide 
research program into existing curriculum. The 
seven-step Independent Investigation Method (IIM) 
guides students through group and independent 

research projects, empowering them with the skills to conduct research 
in any discipline and to pursue projects in subjects of most interest to 
them. This teacher’s manual provides the tools to implement the IIM 
program with students at all levels, acting as a template on which to 
build curriculum that both fulfills local and state requirements and is 
appropriate for all students’ skill levels and needs.

PRU7200 • 55.95

● ●

CODING, ROBOTICS, AND 
ENGINEERING FOR YOUNG STUDENTS 
Ann Gadzikowski • 9781760563653

This book builds foundational computer science 
and robotics skills and knowledge in bright early 
years students. Originally developed as enrichment 
courses for Northwestern University’s Center for 
Talent Development, this curriculum emphasises 
active, hands-on and collaborative learning. 

Students are challenged to learn computer science content, such 
as coding, and robotics and engineering concepts, as well as 
practise high-level academic skills, such as creative problem solving, 
computational thinking and critical thinking. Instructional practices 
balance screen time with active, collaborative classroom engagement.  

PRU3653 • $45.95

●

AUTHENTIC LEARNING
Todd Stanley • 9781760567163

This book offers teaching strategies that allow 
educators to provide students with authentic 
learning experiences that they can apply to their 
lives in school – and beyond. Beginning with 
a justification for authentic learning and how it 
teaches 21st-century skills, each subsequent 
chapter discusses a specific strategy and how 

it allows for authenticity. Strategies include project-based learning, 
problem-based learning, inquiry-based learning and simulations. The 
book also includes a section on the role of the authentic teacher in the 
classroom and tips for managing an authentic classroom. The book 
concludes with specific tactics that can be used inside and outside the 
classroom to bring the real world to students.

PRU6716 • $35.95

● ●

WHEN SMART KIDS UNDERACHIEVE 
IN SCHOOL
Todd Stanley • 9781760566883

When Smart Kids Underachieve in School: 
Practical Solutions for Teachers takes a look 
at the 10 most common reasons why some 
smart, advanced and gifted students do not 
reach their achievement potential. Reasons for 
underachievement range from social-emotional 
needs, lack of proper programming, not being 

challenged and potential learning disabilities. Each chapter discusses 
a different cause and three practical strategies that can be used to 
overcome it. 

PRU6883 • $29.95

● ●

PERSPECTIVES OF POWER
Emily Mofield, Tamra Stambaugh • 9781760567293

Perspectives of Power explores the nature of 
power in literature, historical documents, poetry, 
and art. Lessons include a major focus on rigorous 
evidence-based discourse through the study of 
common themes and content-rich, challenging 
nonfiction and fictional texts. This unit, developed 
by Vanderbilt University's Programs for Talented 
Youth and aligned to the Common Core State 

Standards (CCSS), guides students to explore the power of oppression; 
the power of the past, present, and future; and the power of personal 
response by engaging in simulations, skits, creative projects, literary 
analyses, Socratic seminars, and debates.

PRU6729 • $55.95

● ●
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 Understanding Giftedness

AUTONOMOUS LEARNER MODEL 
RESOURCE BOOK
George T. Betts, Robin J. Carey, Blanche M. 
Kapushion • 9781760564384

More than 40 activities are included in this 
resource book. All geared to the emotional, 
social, cognitive, and physical development of 
students. Teachers may use these activities and 
strategies with the entire class, small groups, 

or with individuals who are ready to be independent, self-directed, 
lifelong learners. These learners have the passions, abilities, skills, and 
attitudes to go beyond the regular curriculum and take control of their 
own educational pathways. Field-tested strategies and activities in the 
book include Find Someone Who, Teacher and Learner Questionnaires, 
Lifelong Notebook, Time Capsule, and Night of the Notables.

PRU4384  • 42.95

● ●

EXPLORING CRITICAL ISSUES IN 
GIFTED EDUCATION
Christine L. Weber, Cecelia Boswell, Wendy Behrens • 
9781760563288

In order to better prepare educators to work with 
gifted and talented students, this book presents 
problem-based learning scenarios that explore 
authentic situations found in K–12 classrooms. 
The scenarios can be read and discussed in a 
short amount of time, allow the reader to gain 

greater understanding through empathy, require an analysis of multiple 
perspectives, and support the standards of excellence set forth in 
the 2010 NAGC Pre-K–Grade 12 Gifted Education Programming 
Standards. Using the cases in the book, educators will gain the insight 
needed to improve the identification of and services for gifted and 
talented students in light of these standards. 

PRU3288 • $55.00

● ●

TO BE GIFTED AND LEARNING 
DISABLED
Susan Baum • 9781864010008

From classroom to enrichment teacher’s require 
to begin addressing the needs of a very special 
group of youngsters – the gifted learning-disabled 
(GLD). Get help identifying GLD students in your 
classroom with definitions and characteristics of 
GLD students. Numerous examples and success 
stories to inspire you and help you to unlock your 

students’ potential. Strategies for: improving poor organisational skills, 
for students with limited reading skills, for managing behaviour and 
various program strategies discussed that have been successfully 
used.

3978  • 43.45

● ●

GIFTED STUDENTS AND THE 
AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM
Michael Pohl • 9781760012090

Designed to help you better understand 
the specific learning needs of students who 
demonstrate abilities well beyond those of their 
peers. Pohl argues that providing the appropriate 
level of challenge for gifted students does more 
than anything else in inspiring them to reach 
their true potential. This revised edition includes 

a wholly new first chapter dedicated to this national curriculum and 
explaining how it helps to promote student growth both academically 
and mentally.

HB2090 • 21.95

● ●

GIFTED STUDENTS IN THE SCHOOL 
CONTEXT: An Introductory Guide for 
Educators
Michael Pohl • 9781743300152

Designed to help you better understand 
the specific learning needs of students with 
exceptional potential or who demonstrate abilities 
well beyond those of their peers – the gifted 
student. It aims to provide important information 

for teachers and leaders with limited knowledge or experience with 
gifted students. The book opens with changing views about what it 
means to be gifted, and goes on to explore a range of observable 
behaviours and characteristics. This book argues that providing the 
appropriate level of challenge for gifted students does more than 
anything else in inspiring them to reach their true potential.

HB0152 • 21.95

● ●

TEACHING TO THE TOP: 
Understanding and Meeting the Needs 
of Gifted Middle Schoolers
Susan Rakow • 9781741701920

It is no secret that teaching to the middle leaves 
out too many students. While teachers try 
conscientiously to meet the needs of all, the more 
able ones, variously known as gifted, talented, 
high achievers or even accelerated learners are 
all too often overlooked. In this book, the author 

provides a strong rationale for the need to make provisions for gifted 
and high-potential learners that she follows with specific and practical 
information and ideas on curriculum, instruction and assessment that 
will inform and uplift your classroom.

NM2065  • 17.95

● ●

RTI FOR GIFTED STUDENTS
Susan Johnsen, Mary Ruth Coleman • 
9781760017057

A comprehensive overview of Response to 
Intervention (RtI) frameworks that include gifted 
students. This book focuses on particularly ways 
of serving gifted learners within the RtI process. 
In this book we have tried to balance theory, 
practice and policy to present a well-rounded view 

of what we know and need to know about the implication of RtI for 
gifted learners. One of the books featured in the CEC-TAG Educational 
Resource series, the book incorporates national, state and local RtI 
models and explains how gifted learners can be included within these 
frameworks.

PRU7057 • 53.95

● ●

TALENT DEVELOPMENT AS 
A FRAMEWORK FOR GIFTED 
EDUCATION
9781760019730

"Talent development" is a phrase often used 
in reference to the education of gifted children. 
Recently, it has been presented by researchers 
to refer to a specific approach to the delivery of 
gifted education services. Much of this discussion 
has been at the conceptual level, and there is a 

need for translation of the model into concrete practices and examples 
that enable educators to better serve gifted children within their schools 
and districts. This book addresses that need. The research behind the 
talent development framework is briefly reviewed, followed by practical 
implications for identification and program design within domains of talent. 

PRU9730 • $79.95

● ●
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IDENTIFYING GIFTED STUDENTS, 
SECOND EDITION 
Susan Johnsen • 9781760017118 

Designed for practising professionals such 
as teachers, counsellors, psychologists and 
administrators, Identifying Gifted Students 
addresses definitions, models and characteristics 
of gifted students; qualitative and quantitative 
approaches to assessment; culturally fair and 
non-biased assessment; and how to evaluate the 
effectiveness of identification procedures. 

PRU7118 • 47.95

● ●

INTRODUCTION TO CURRICULUM 
DESIGN IN GIFTED EDUCATION
Kristen Stephens, Frances Karnes • 9781760017316

This book offers an in-depth exploration of 
curriculum development for the gifted. Included 
are the general foundations of good curriculum 
design, a survey of curriculum models appropriate 
for gifted learners, an examination of design 
considerations across content areas, a detailed 
analysis of the role assessment has in the 

curriculum development process and an exploration of trends and 
future directions of curriculum development for the gifted. 

PRU7316 • 79.95

● ●

CHALLENGING MINDS
Lynne Kelly • 9781864011869

Are you looking for teaching materials containing 
mind-stretching activities that are interdisciplinary, 
empower students, encourage independence and 
do all this with good-humoured grace? Challenging 
Minds is a collection of mind stretching challenges 
for able adolescents that offers all these things. 
Each of the fourteen activities involves the highest 
levels of thinking in Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy: 

Analysing, Creating and/or Evaluating.  

4218 • 39.95

●

BEYOND GIFTED EDUCATION
McCoach, McBee, Matthews, Peters • 
9781760017170 

Beyond Gifted Education reviews the current 
range of traditional gifted education practices 
and policies. Then, the book offers the concerned 
gifted program coordinator or school administrator 
a more expansive approach to educating gifted 
learners. The authors lead readers through the 
process of identifying needs, responding with 

programming and then finding students who are well-suited for and 
would benefit from advanced academic programming.

PRU7170 • 58.95

● ●

SIGS COMPLETE KIT: Scales for Identifying Gifted Students 
Gail R. Ryser, Kathleen McConnell • 9781760564469

Scales for Identifying Gifted Students (SIGS) offers the most comprehensive observational instrument available for identifying 
gifted students ages 5–18. Used as part of a comprehensive process for identifying gifted children, SIGS offers schools an 
instrument with extensive statistical and research support. This standardized, norm-referenced instrument is completed by 
teachers or parents and provides an effective method for identifying gifted children.

SIGS consists of two rating scales that can be used together or independently (a Home Rating Scale and a School Rating Scale). 
The SIGS is composed of seven scales: (1) general intellectual ability; (2) language arts; (3) mathematics; (4) science; (5) social studies; (6) creativity; 
and (7) leadership. Each scale contains 12 items that are rated using a Likert-type scale. The items were chosen from a comprehensive body of 
research concerning the characteristics of gifted students.

Because the SIGS offers the most advanced and comprehensive statistical support of any observational identification instrument in the field, it should 
be a part of every school’s comprehensive approach to identifying gifted children.

The SIGS Complete Kit includes the Technical Manual, 25 School Rating Scales, 25 Home Rating Scales and 25 Summary Forms.

PRU4469 • 195.00

● ●

PROVEN STRATEGIES THAT WORK FOR 
TEACHING GIFTED AND ADVANCED 
LEARNERS
Kathleen McConnell, Gail Ryser • 9781760017125 

This book is a collection of research-based 
strategies designed for advanced learners in 
cluster-grouped general education as well as 
those in self-contained classes for gifted students. 
The strategies focus on key areas of importance 
to educators, including assessment, content, 

instruction and acceleration of learning. The book is not intended as 
a textbook, but rather is designed for educators who are looking for 
strategies they can implement in real-life situations.

PRU7125 • 39.95

● ●

REFLECTIONS ON GIFTED EDUCATION
Sally Reis, Joseph Renzulli • 9781760017323

Renzulli’s work has had an impact on gifted 
education and enrichment pedagogy across the 
globe, based on the general theme of the need 
to apply more flexible approaches to identifying 
and developing giftedness and talents in young 
people. This collection of articles and chapters 
has strong foundational research support focusing 
on practical applications that teachers can use to 

create and differentiate learning and enrichment experiences for high-
potential and gifted and talented students.

PRU7323 • 69.95

● ●

101 SUCCESS SECRETS FOR GIFTED 
KIDS: The Ultimate Handbook
Christine Fonseca • 9781760019389 

This book covers topics including bullying, 
school performance, perfectionism, friendships 
and sibling rivalries. Fun quizzes, tip sheets 
and practical suggestions from other gifted kids 
and pre-teens make this book fun to read and 
give gifted kids insight into everything they’ve 
ever wanted to know about being gifted. Proven 

strategies for dealing with stress management, parents’ and teachers’ 
expectations, anxiety, cyber-bullying, friendship troubles and more 
make this the must-have guide for every gifted kids.

PRU9389  • 19.95

● ●

TEACHER’S SURVIVAL GUIDE: GIFTED 
EDUCATION
Julia Roberts Boggess, Julia Link Roberts • 
9781760019488 

Filled with practical information, tips for success 
and advice from experienced educators that is 
perfect for beginning and early career teachers. 
Each of the books in this series offers field-tested, 
proven strategies designed to help classroom 
teachers meet the needs of all students. Teacher’s 

Survival Guide: Gifted Education covers topics essential to gifted 
education teachers, including recognising and identifying giftedness, 
encouraging creativity and providing the multiple opportunities and 
resources gifted kids need.

PRU9488  • 29.95

● ●
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Differentiation for Gifted Students
DIFFERENTIATING INSTRUCTION WITH 
MENUS: Science (Years 3-6) (2nd ed.)
Laurie Westphal • 9781743307519 

Differentiating Instruction With Menus: Science for 
Years 3-6 offers teachers everything needed to create 
a student-centred learning environment based on 
choice. This book provides four different types of 
menus that students can use to select exciting 

products that they will develop so teachers can assess what has been 
learned, instead of using a traditional worksheet format.

PRU7519  • 29.95

● 

THE NEW INCLUSION
Kathy Perez • 9781760012069

How can today’s educators rise to the challenges of 
teaching in the inclusive classroom, while at the same 
time making teaching more rewarding and beneficial 
for all students? The New Inclusion: Differentiated 
Strategies to Engage ALL Students encompasses 
a broader understanding of the inclusive classroom 

(F-8), embracing all the different needs that teachers face - from special 
education, to English as an additional language or dialect (EAL/D) 
learners, to a wide spectrum of student ability and readiness.  

TCP2069  • 32.95

● ●

CREATIVITY X 4 
Carolyn Coil • 9781760013851 

Creativity and innovation skills are central components 
of tertiary-level education and career readiness. 
Creativity x 4 includes four practical, standards-
based lesson planning formats to use to develop 
creativity and higher-level thinking: Six Thinking Hats, 
Encounter Lessons, Questitivies and SCAMPER. 

Creativity x 4 is the ideal resource for your Australian Curriculum-
aligned classroom, containing 33 distinct lessons which address the 
key learning areas of English, Mathematics, Humanities and Social 
Sciences, Science, The Arts and Technologies. 

POL3851  • 29.95

● ●

DIFFERENTIATED LESSONS FOR EVERY 
LEARNER
Brulles, Brown, Winebrenner • 9781743304211 

This book supports middle school teachers in 
teaching all students including those with high ability. 
The extension lessons provide for active learning 
tailored to address multiple learning levels. Using 
this semi-structured process ensures differentiated 

learning experiences that align to the standards while also respecting 
that students have different interests, different methods of learning, and 
most importantly, they are learning at different challenge levels.

PRU4211 • 55.95

●

DIFFERENTIATING INSTRUCTION WITH 
CENTERS IN THE GIFTED CLASSROOM
Boggess, Roberts • 9781760017149 

This book provides teachers with tons of ideas and 
guidance for creating unique classroom centres that 
will challenge gifted learners and encourage high-
level, independent thinking. It includes innovative, 
real-world centres in core learning areas, including 

English, maths, science, humanities and social sciences, and the arts. 
The book discusses the use of centres in each content area, with 
suggestions from experts in the content areas and easy-to-implement 
lessons that go beyond the core curriculum.

PRU7149  • 39.95

● ●

LEADING FOR DIFFERENTIATION
Michael Murphy, Carol Tomlinson • 9781760017545 

This book lays out the reflective thinking and action-
oriented steps necessary to launch a system of 
continuous professional learning, culture building and 
program assessment that will allow differentiation to 
flourish in every classroom. Leading the change to a 
differentiated school means creating an environment 

in which each individual feels valued, challenged, supported and part 
of a team working together for success. 

115005  • 39.95

● ●

DIFFERENTIATION AND THE 
AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM, REVISED 
EDITION
Michael Pohl • 9781760012076 

Differentiation can often be difficult to define, and 
in turn implement. This book seeks to clarify how 
teachers create a positive learning environment for 
all by providing students with appropriate levels of 

challenge and various ways to demonstrate their understanding. This 
revised edition includes a new chapter dedicated to the Australian 
curriculum that explains how this new curriculum helps to promote 
student growth academically and mentally. 

HB2076 • 25.95

● ●

ASSESSMENT AND STUDENT SUCCESS 
IN A DIFFERENTIATED CLASSROOM
Carol Ann Tomlinson, Tonya R Moon • 9781760011703 

After discussing differentiation in general, the authors 
focus on how differentiation applies to various forms of 
assessment pre-assessment, formative assessment 
and summative assessment and to grading and 
student reports. Detailed scenarios illustrate how 

assessment differentiation can occur in three realms and how it can 
improve assessment validity and reliability and decrease errors and 
teacher bias. Assessment and Student Success in a Differentiated 
Classroom outlines a common-sense approach that empowers 
teachers and students to discover and achieve their full potential.

108028 • $32.95

● ●

INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS FOR 
DIFFERENTIATION AND DEEPER 
LEARNING
James Stronge, Xianxuan Xu • 9781760561697 

Instructional Methods for Differentiation and Deeper 
Learning by James H. Stronge and Xianxuan Xu 
presents educators with a toolkit for effective 
instruction filled with methods that improve student 

learning and success. With the right structures in place, teachers and 
school leaders can motivate and engage all students.

SOT1697  • 41.25

● ●
DIFFERENTIATING THE CURRICULUM
Ralph Pirozzo • 9781760011765

In mixed-ability classrooms, it is inevitable that students 
will have different learning styles, backgrounds, prior 
knowledge, experience and willingness to learn. 
While teachers may be unable to change the content 
prescribed by their school, they have an enormous 
amount of control in the way they assign this content 

to their students. These include: Ability Grouping; Cooperative Learning 
Teams; Learning Contracts; Learning Centres; Multi-age Grouping; and 
Individual Learning Plans. 

HB1765 • $35.95

● ●
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GOOD QUESTIONS, 3RD EDITION
Marian Small • 9781760563721

This Third Edition bestselling resource helps 
experienced and novice teachers to effectively and 
efficiently differentiate mathematics instruction in 
Years F-8. Marian Small shows teachers how 
to get started and become expert at using two 
powerful and universal strategies: Open Questions 
and Parallel Tasks. This volume includes key 
changes that will make it easier for teachers to 

use in all quality state standards environments, including direct links 
to Common Core content standards and standards for mathematical 
practice. Classroom examples, many new for this edition, are provided 
at each year-level band.

TCP3721  • 49.95

● ● HOW TO DIFFERENTIATE 
INSTRUCTION IN ACADEMICALLY 
DIVERSE CLASSROOMS, 3RD 
EDITION
Carol Ann Tomlinson • 9781760564254

This expanded third edition of Carol Ann 
Tomlinson’s ground-breaking work covers the 
fundamentals of differentiation and provides 
additional guidelines and new strategies for how 
to go about it. You’ll learn what differentiation is 

and why it’s essential; how to set up the flexible and supportive learning 
environment that promotes success; how to manage a differentiated 
classroom; how to plan lessons differentiated by readiness, interest 
and learning profile; how to differentiate content, process and products; 
and how to prepare students, parents and yourself for the challenge of 
differentiation.

117032 • 39.95

● ●

THE DIFFERENTIATED CLASSROOM: 
Responding To The Needs Of All 
Learners, 2nd Edition
Carol Ann Tomlinson • 9781760013455

In this updated second edition Carol Ann Tomlinson 
offers a powerful and practical way to meet a 
challenge: how to divide your time, resources and 
efforts to effectively instruct so many students 
of various backgrounds, readiness and skills 
levels,and interests. An insightful guidance on 

what and how to differentiate lays the groundwork for bringing 
differentiated instruction into your own classroom or refining the work 
you already do to help each of your unique learners move toward 
greater knowledge, advanced skills and expanded understanding.

108029 • 29.95

● ●

DIFFERENTIATING INSTRUCTION FOR 
GIFTED LEARNERS
Wendy Behrens, Christine L. Weber, Cecelia Boswell 
9781743304228

Differentiating Instruction for Gifted Learners 
allows educators and stakeholders to examine 
issues related to differentiating curriculum and 
instruction in a variety of contexts. The case 
studies in this rich resource analyse various 
differentiation strategies and their benefits to 

promote classrooms where every student belongs, every student is 
valued, and every student is nurtured. The cases facilitate conversations 
about children and their unique needs by situating learning in authentic 
and meaningful contexts, with the goal of helping educators improve 
services and programs for gifted and talented students.

PRU4228  • 55.00

● ●

READY-TO-USE DIFFERENTIATION 
STRATEGIES SERIES

Laurie Westphal 

These two books introduce various low-
preparation, low-stress differentiation 
activities and strategies that can be 
implemented immediately in any content in 
Years 3–5 and Years 6-8. Each differentiation 
strategy encourages higher-level thinking and 
intellectual risk taking while accommodating 
different learning styles. This book features a 
description of each strategy, how it serves 

students and tips and techniques for making it your own, as well as 
how to use each strategy in the classroom with students. Following 
each explanation, specific examples are included as well as templates 
to make each technique ready to use.

PRU9495  • 29.95— Years 3–5 PRU9501 • 29.95— Years 6–8

● ●

ADVANCED READING INSTRUCTION IN 
THE MIDDLE YEARS: A Novel Approach
Janice Robbins • 9781743304211 

Helping to raise the level of student engagement in 
your reading program. If you want to challenge your 
advanced students and offer them some new ways 
of thinking while improving reading comprehension, 
or you want book recommendations for not-yet-so-

mature students who are able to read at an adult level, this is the book 
for you. 

PRU8870  • 42.95

● ●

DIFFERENTIATION IN MIDDLE AND HIGH 
SCHOOL
Jessica Hockett, Kristina Doubet • 9781760018825 

In this one-stop resource for middle years and 
secondary school teachers, Kristina J. Doubet and 
Jessica A. Hockett explore how to use differentiated 
instruction to help students be more successful 
learners - regardless of background, native language, 

learning preference, motivation or school savvy. Each chapter provides 
a plethora of practical tools, templates and strategies for a variety 
of subject areas developed by and for real teachers. Whether you’re 
new to differentiated instruction or looking to expand your repertoire 
of DI strategies, Differentiation in Middle and High School will show 
you classroom-tested ways to better engage students and help them 
succeed every day.

115008 • 45.95

●

THINK BIG, START SMALL
Gayle Gregory, Martha Kaufeldt • 9781742399263 

Differentiation is the core of the art and science of 
teaching. However, even masters of this art may not 
be effective in the classroom if they don’t have a 
basic understanding of how the human brain grows, 
develops and learns. To successfully implement 
differentiation strategies, educators must design and 

orchestrate a brain-compatible environment. Think Big, Start Small 
pares down the vast field of neuroscience and provides educators with 
the brain basics needed to create a classroom that enhances learning.

SOT9263 • 27.95

● ●
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Curriculum & Lesson Planning
CURRICULUM COMPACTING, SECOND 
EDITION
Sally Reis,Joseph Renzulli, Deborah Burns • 
9781743307250

This practical and inexpensive method of differentiating 
both content and instruction enables classroom 
teachers to streamline the regular curriculum, ensure 
student’s mastery of basic skills and provide time 

for stimulating enrichment and acceleration activities. This second 
edition introduces the strategies that teachers need to understand 
to implement this differentiation strategy for high-potential, highly 
motivated and academically talented and gifted students.

PRU7250 • 39.95

● ● PROJECT-BASED LEARNING FOR 
GIFTED STUDENTS
Todd Stanley • 9781760017132

Focusing on student choice, teacher responsibility 
and opportunities for differentiation, this book 
guides teachers to create a project-based learning 
environment in their own classroom, walking them 
step-by-step through topics and processes such as 

linking projects with standards, finding the right structure and creating 
a practical classroom environment. Providing helpful examples and 
lessons that all teachers can use to get started.

PRU7132 • 39.95

● ●

MODERN CURRICULUM FOR GIFTED 
AND ADVANCED ACADEMIC STUDENTS 
Todd Kettler • 9781742397429

This book addresses the need for advanced 
curriculum design in an age of national standards 
and 21st-century learning innovations. The text and 
its authors work from the assumption that the most 
advanced learners need a qualitatively different 

design of learning experiences in order to develop their potential into 
outstanding achievement.

PRU7429  • 65.95

● ●
CONTENT-BASED CURRICULUM FOR 
HIGH-ABILITY LEARNERS (3RD ED.)
Joyce VanTassel-Baska, Catherine A. Little • 
9781760564377

Content-Based Curriculum for High-Ability Learners 
(3rd ed.) provides a solid introduction to core elements 
of curriculum development in gifted education and 
implications for school-based implementation. Written 

by experts in the field, this text uses cutting-edge design techniques 
and aligns core content with national and state standards. In addition 
to revised chapters, the third edition contains new chapters on topics 
including special populations of gifted learners, critical thinking, 
leadership, and university-level honors curriculum. 

PRU4377 • 135.00

● ●

DESIGNING GIFTED EDUCATION 
PROGRAMS AND SERVICES
Scott Peters, Dina Brulles • 9781760566852

This book is intended to support educators in 
the design and implementation of comprehensive 
gifted education plans. From planning to actual 
implementation, this book takes the reader from goals 
and purpose to assessing student needs and program 

design. The authors begin with a broad overview of best practices in 
programming and services, highlighting connections to student needs, 
programming standards and state laws. 

PRU6852  • 49.95 

● ●

PERSPECTIVES OF POWER
Emily Mofield, Tamra Stambaugh Ph.D. • 9781760567293

Perspectives of Power explores the nature of power 
in literature, historical documents, poetry and art. 
Lessons include a major focus on rigorous evidence-
based discourse through the study of common 
themes and content-rich, challenging nonfiction and 
fictional texts. This unit, developed by Vanderbilt 

University's Programs for Talented Youth and aligned to the Common 
Core State Standards (CCSS), guides students to explore the power of 
oppression; the power of the past, present and future; and the power of 
personal response by engaging in simulations, skits, creative projects, 
literary analyses, Socratic seminars and debates.

PRU6729  • $55.95

● ●

FROM GIFTEDNESS TO GIFTED EDUCATION: Refl ecting Theory in Practice
Jonathan A. Plucker Ph.D., Anne N Rinn, Ph.D., Matthew C Makel, Ph.D. • 9781760566869

The fields of gifted education and talent development have numerous theories and conceptions for how to identify and serve 
students. This book helps introduce and apply these ideas to help reflect theory in practice. Each chapter introduces readers 
to a different theory by providing definitions of key concepts, explaining the fundamental conceptual/theoretical approach, and 
concluding with advice on how the conception can be put into practice. Suggestions for further reading are also provided. Some 
chapters are based on theories that have been around for decades, and some have been developed more recently. But all chapters 
focus on helping empower readers to understand and take action without having to reinvent the wheel.

PRU6869 • 89.95

● ●

LEADING CHANGE IN GIFTED 
EDUCATION
Bronwyn MacFarlane, Tamra Stambaugh • 
9781743308004

Honouring the leadership of Dr Joyce VanTassel-
Baska, this book includes major strands of work 
central to defining the field of gifted education 
and discusses relevant trends and issues that 

have shaped or will shape the field. This comprehensive resource 
outlines three major sections: conceptions in gifted education such 
as intelligence, creativity and eminence; linkage of theory to practice 
through curriculum and instruction, professional development, 
assessment; and the infrastructure of gifted education that relies on 
research, policy and leadership directions within and outside the field. 

PRU8004 • 90.00

● ●

FINDING FREEDOM
Emily Mofield, Tamra Stambaugh Ph.D. • 9781760567279

Inviting students to follow America's journey toward 
finding freedom by examining multiple perspectives, 
conflicts, ideas and challenges through seminal 
historical texts. This unit, developed by Vanderbilt 
University's Programs for Talented Youth and aligned 
to the Common Core State Standards (CCSS), 

features close readings of some of the most famous American political 
speeches from notable Americans, presidents and minority voices. 
Students will analyse arguments for freedom, examine dissenting 
perspectives and reason through multiple viewpoints of historical 
issues through debates and interactive activities. 

PRU6727 • 55.95

● ●
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Critical Thinking
BLACK ANTS AND BUDDHISTS: Thinking Critically and Teaching Differently in the Primary Years
Nancy Johnson • 9781760017873

Welcome to Mary Cowhey’s Peace Class, where Year 1 and Year 2 students view the entire curriculum through the framework of 
understanding the world and trying to do their part to make it a better place. Woven through the book is Mary’s unflinching and 
humorous account of her own roots in a struggling Irish Catholic family and her early career as a community activist. Her students 
learn to make connections between their lives, the books they read, the community leaders they meet and the larger world. 

SHP7873 • 35.95

●

HOW TO ASSESS HIGHER-ORDER THINKING SKILLS IN YOUR CLASSROOM
Susan Brookhart • 9781742399331

In this book, the author brings you up to speed on how to develop and use test questions and other assessments that reveal how 
well your students can analyse, reason, solve problems and think creatively. Whether you want to create formative or summative 
assessments, this book has what you need to create well-designed assessments that can bring thinking out of your students’ 
heads and make it visible in their words and actions. Brookhart defines and describes aspects of higher-order thinking according 
to the categories established in leading taxonomies, giving specific guidance on how to assess students in those areas.

109111 • 25.95

● ●

IN A NUTSHELL: Higher-Order Thinking Skills: Challenging All Students to Achieve
Bruce Williams • 9781740259125

Explicit instruction in thinking skills must be a priority goal of all teachers. In this Nutshell resource, the author presents an 
instructional framework for the five Rs: relevance, richness, relatedness, rigour and recursiveness. The book shows teachers how 
instruction based on the five Rs, across content areas, can develop critical thinking skills (classifying, comparing/contrasting and 
analysing) and creative thinking skills (inferring, predicting, and visualising).

RF9122  • 15.00

● ●

GOOD THINKING: Teaching Argument, Persuasion, and Reasoning
Erik Palmer • 9781742398983

The author of this book shows teachers of all subject matters how to transform the activities they already use into openings 
for improving student thinking. Palmer reveals how all students, not just those in advanced classes, can begin developing 
sophisticated reasoning skills that will improve their oral and written communications. Blending theory with practice, he shares a 
wide range of classroom-tested lessons, including ways to understand argument in paintings and images, address ad hominem 
attacks using a travelling debate, create a class comedy club, write syllogisms, analyse character and plot development, and 
teach logic through a class Booger Patrol.

SHP8983 • 32.95

● ●

CARING HEARTS & CRITICAL MINDS: Literature, Inquiry and Social Responsibility
Steven Wolk • 9781760017972

In this book the author shows teachers how to help students become better readers as well as better people. Wolk demonstrates 
how to integrate inquiry learning, exciting and contemporary literature, and teaching for social responsibility across the 
curriculum. He takes teachers step-by-step through the process of designing and inquiry-based literature unit and then provides 
five full units used in real middle-years classrooms. Featuring a remarkable range of recommended resources and hundreds of 
novels from across the literary genres, this book gives teachers a blueprint for creating dynamic units with rigorous lessons about 
topics kids care about.

SHP7972 • 39.95

● ●

DIFFERENTIATION AND THE INCLUSIVE CLASSROOM: With a Focus on Infusing High-Order Thinking
Michael Pohl • 9781743303481

Differentiation may imply many different things to different people in varying contexts. In an inclusive classroom, what students 
learn and do, and how they may show understanding and are assessed, may all vary. This book provides practical information 
for teachers and school leaders on how to address the issues of inclusivity, differentiation, providing challenging learning 
environments and the development of a classroom culture of thinking that encourages high levels of student engagement in 
high-order thinking in every lesson, every day.

HB3481 • 21.95

● ●
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THOUGHTWORKS: Teaching Critical Thinking to Middle-Years Students
Aristides Galatis • 9781742397474

What comprises skilful and effective critical thinking? Using a discussion-based approach with easy-to-follow stories, teaching 
tips and accompanying student activities and focus questions, Thoughtworks introduces students to some of the key concepts 
and skills that underpin sound reasoning and rationality. Thoughtworks helps students to understand critical thinking through 
philosophical enquiry, and features teacher’s notes and solutions with each exercise. It is ideal for enrichment and extension 
programs, and introduces reasoning and rationality to middle-years students with included student activity pages.

HB7474 • 37.95

● ●

TEACHING ETHICS: Care, Think and Choose - A Curriculum-based Approach to Ethical Thinking
Paterson,Webster, Jewell, Henderson, McLaughlin, Dodd  • 9781742392547

Whenever a question arises that involves the choice between right or wrong, good or bad, our own or others’ well-being, it is 
an ethical issue. This book is the perfect guide to teaching your own students ethical thinking throughout the school curriculum, 
through the integration of ethical questions in the teaching of English, society and environment, drama and mathematics. Written 
by practising classroom teachers, it provides a wealth of practical classroom techniques and explanations of ethical strategies 
to use with all students.

HB2547 • 24.95

● ●

HOW TO DESIGN QUESTIONS AND TASKS TO ASSESS STUDENT THINKING
Susan Brookhart • 9781760014056

With new standards emphasising higher-order thinking skills, students will have to demonstrate their ability to do far more than 
simply remember facts and procedures. But what’s the best way for teachers to ensure that students have such skills? The author 
shows how to do just that, by providing specific guidelines for designing targeted questions and tasks that align with standards 
and assess students’ ability to think at higher levels. Essential reading for 21st century teachers who want their students to excel 
in the classroom and beyond.

114014 • 27.95

● ●

CHANGING MINDS AND BRAINS: The Legacy of Reuven Feuerstein: Higher Thinking and Cognition 
Through Mediated Learning
Refael S. Feuerstein, Louis Falik, Reuven Feuerstein 9781760014155

Reuven Feuerstein mediated learning, enrichment instruments and dynamic assessment are used around the world to raise 
student achievement, success levels and self-regulation. This text provides a first-person narrative of the implementation of 
mediated learning experience (MLE), past and present, including stories, new insights, observations and newly formulated 
concepts on MLE and how it contributes to higher-level thinking and overcoming disability. 

TCP4155 • 32.95

● ●

GENIUS HOUR: Passion Projects That Ignite Innovation and Student Inquiry
Andi McNair • 9781760017408

Presented through an easy-to-follow six-step strategy, teachers will utilise the six P’s—passion, plan, pitch, project, product, 
and presentation—as a map for students to follow as they create, design, and carry out projects. Students will experience 
personalised learning through these self-driven projects, application of standards and real-world skills, and opportunities to learn 
through failure and reflection. The book includes handouts, suggested online resources, and tips and tricks to make the Genius 
Hour process meaningful for students and manageable for educators.

PRU7408 • 24.95

● ●

CONNECTIONS: Activities for Deductive Thinking (Introductory)
Bonnie L Risby • 9781760564407

These imaginative puzzles are designed to sharpen deductive reasoning skills and strengthen the ability to sort through 
information by formulating connections. Created with the classroom teacher in mind, these puzzles are both intriguing and 
easy to fit into lesson plans for the gifted and talented, as well as many main course curricula. Designed for teachers frustrated 
with complicated logic exercises that are beyond the scope of one class period, Connections are formatted for success within 
50-minute pullout programs.

Each puzzle includes an introduction, clues, a grid and an illustration. Many educators have found Connections the best 
exercise to introduce deductive reasoning skills while enhancing enthusiasm. Exercises are simple to use and gradually present 

ever-increasing challenges across the length of the book. The thinking skills introduced dovetail easily into other aspects of the curriculum. Capture 
students' attention and challenge their intellectual talents with this first-rate resource.

PRU4407 • 24.95

●
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Graphic Organisers
The use of graphic organisers as part of the writing process is important to writing success. Students who plan 

and write with graphic organisers

Cherrie Farnette, Marjorie Frank, Jill Norris

GRAPHIC ORGANISERS FOR READING 
60 graphic organisers for fiction and nonfiction, literary elements and genre, and reading in any content area. Use the organisers 
to reinforce important reading strategies.

• visualise abstract content
• connect new ideas to previous knowledge
• identify main ideas and supporting details
• understand sequences

• recognise relationships
• focus on specific elements
• compare ideas and concepts
• recall and retrieve information.

INA2656 • $24.95

● ●

GRAPHIC ORGANISERS FOR ANY SUBJECT, ANY YEAR LEVEL 
60 graphic organisers that can be adapted to most subject areas and most year levels for studying or communicating just about 
any idea on any topic. Use these open-ended or blank organisers in a variety of ways to fit the specific needs of your students. 
Watch their thinking and organisational skills blossom!

• plan for an essay, report, speech or 
explanation of any topic studied

• examine concepts closely and represent them 
in a variety of ways

• recognise and show patterns or relationships
• compare, contrast and connect ideas, steps, 

topics or events

• break apart, and explain or demonstrate the 
steps of any process

• show understandings of any concepts or 
process

• tackle the study of a topic or idea
• relate new ideas to previous knowledge and 

to real life
• communicate discoveries, results or thought 

processes.

INA2632 • $24.95

● ●

GRAPHIC ORGANISERS FOR WRITING 
60 graphic organisers for writing nonfiction, fiction and integrating explicit elements of good writing. Use the organisers to 
facilitate excellent writing.

• generate and organise more ideas
• recall and analyse data
• support main ideas with appropriate details
• focus on the criteria for the specific writing 

assignment

• explain sequences logically
• recognise relationships between concepts 

focus on their audience
• implement good writing techniques.

INA2663 • $24.95

● ●

GRAPHIC ORGANISERS FOR MATHS 
47 graphic organisers for guiding the problem-solving process, using various problem-solving processes, and explaining or 
demonstrating specific maths concepts and processes. And that’s not all! There are also nine pages of check-lists, guides and 
tips to assist maths problem-solvers as they work – including a problem-solving scoring rubric to help evaluate student progress. 
Use these organisers and tools to spark student thinking and enhance their problem-solving skills.

• understand ways of representing numbers
• show relationships among numbers
• break apart and analyse each step of maths 

processes
• demonstrate understandings of processes

• communicate maths concepts and processes
• visualise patterns and relations
• represent mathematical ideas in a variety of 

ways
• explain problem-solving strategies.

INA2649 • $24.95

● ●

GRAPHIC ORGANISERS FOR SCIENCE 
59 graphic organisers for analysing and communicating the nature of science; looking closely at specific organisms, substances 
and events in science; connecting specific ideas to the big concepts of science, and understanding or demonstrating specific 
science processes. Use these organisers and tools to spark student thinking and enhance their science skills.

• visualise abstract science content
• examine science concepts closely and 

represent them in a variety of ways
• break apart and demonstrate steps of 

scientific inquiry

• show understandings of science processes
• communicate science concepts and processes
• connect new ideas to previous knowledge
• compare and communicate science events 

and concepts.

INA2670 • $24.95

● ●
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Maths
DIFFERENTIATING INSTRUCTION 
WITH MENUS: Maths, Years 3-6, 
Second Edition
Laurie Westphal • 9781743307441

Differentiating Instruction with Menus: Maths for 
Years 3-6 offers teachers everything needed to 
create a student-centred learning environment 
based on choice. This book provides five 
different types of menus that students can use 
to select exciting products that they will develop 

so teachers can assess what has been learned, instead of using 
a traditional worksheet format. Topics addressed include whole 
numbers and operations, fractions, probability and statistics, geometry, 
measurement and problem solving.

PRU7441 • 29.95

●

BECOMING THE MATHS TEACHER 
YOU WISH YOU’D HAD: Ideas and 
Strategies from Vibrant Classrooms
Tracy Zager • 9781760560423

While mathematicians describe mathematics 
as playful, beautiful, creative and captivating, 
many students describe maths class as boring, 
stressful, useless and humiliating. In Becoming the 
Maths Teacher You Wish You’d Had, Tracy Zager 
helps teachers close this gap by making maths 

class more like mathematics.

SHP0423 • 55.95

● ●

THE ANIE: A Math Assessment Tool 
That Reveals Learning and Informs 
Teaching
Kevin Bird, Kirk Savage • 9781760016357

The ANIE (Assessment of Numeracy in Education) 
is a teacher-developed assessment tool that 
uses numeracy and common core performance 
standards to assess student understanding of 
maths concepts. Based on extensive use in 
hundreds of classrooms, the book explains each 

component of the ANIE. The authors share proven techniques for 
introducing the ANIE to students, and grading and interpreting the 
results to inform teaching and learning. Throughout the book, real 
situations and results are used to illustrate the radical improvements in 
learning that the ANIE has inspired.

PBP6357 • 34.95

● ●

MATHEMATICS FOR GIFTED AND 
ADVANCED LEARNERS 
Linda Sheffield, Susan Johnsen • 9781760019174

This book provides teachers and administrators 
examples and strategies to implement education 
standards with advanced learners at all stages of 
development in F–12 schools. The book describes 
– and demonstrates with specific examples – what 
effective differentiated activities in mathematics 
look like for top 10 learners. It shares how 

educators can provide rigour within the new standards to allow 
students to demonstrate higher level thinking, reasoning, problem 
solving, passion and inventiveness in mathematics.

PRU9174 • 29.95

● ●

THE FOUR ROLES OF THE NUMERATE 
LEARNER: Effective Teaching and 
Assessment Strategies to Help Students 
Think Differently About Mathematics
Maria Luisa Lebar, Mary Fiore • 9781742398921

A framework that supports an integrated 
approach to effective mathematics instruction and 
assessment. This timely book builds on educators’ 
understanding of how to teach mathematics and 

borrows from frameworks used to teach literacy. The framework 
emphasises student voice with many opportunities for students to 
ask questions, pose problems, explore ideas and change both their 
thinking about mathematics and the way they see themselves as 
mathematicians. This book shows how to create learning conditions 
that foster critical thinking, risk taking, problem solving and reflection.

PBP8921 • 29.95

● ●

●

●

PRU8887 • $55.00

YEAR 4

PRU8740 • $49.95

YEAR 5

PRU8863 • $49.95

YEAR 6
PRU7361 • $55.00

YEAR 7

CHALLENGING AUSTRALIAN 
CURRICULUM MATHS 
LESSONS
These books provide gifted and advanced learners challenging 
activities related to the Australian Curriculum: Mathematics. The 
lessons cover mathematics content for Years 4, 5, 6 & 7, including 
number and place value, fractions and decimals, patterns and 
algebra, using units of measurement, shape, and data representation 
and interpretation. Each lesson follows a predictable structure and 
includes a teacher page that outlines the content descriptions and 
practices covered, estimated time and key terms. The lessons 
all contain a challenging activity to allow students to explore the 
concepts in depth, practise problems and an assessment similar to 
Australian Curriculum-based year-level standardised assessment.
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● 

●

PRU2262 • $39.95
Measurement & 

Polygons

PRU2651 • $39.95
Ratios, Proportions & 

Similarity

PRU2675 • $39.95
Numbers & Operations

PRU2668 • R39.95
Fractions

PRU2699 • $39.95
Factors & Multiples

PRU4513 • $39.95
Probability & Statistics

The Maths Explorations series provides teachers with the perfect resource to extend students’ learning with the Australian 
Curriculum: Mathematics. Each exploration in these books have been tailored to engage students in the mathematics content, 
as well as promote the use of practical skills. While these activities have not been designed to correlate directly with Australian 
Curriculum: Mathematics content descriptions, the knowledge and skills that students develop as they learn curriculum content 
form the basis of their understanding in approaching the explorations here. 

MATHS EXPLORATIONS

MATH AND LOGIC PUZZLES THAT MAKE KIDS THINK!
Jeffery J. Wanko • 9781760564391

Multiple-choice testing is an educational reality. Rather than complain about the negative impact these tests Kids love exploring 
new ways of solving problems, especially in fun and challenging puzzle formats. In Math and Logic Puzzles That Make Kids 
Think!, the author presents several variations on Sudoku—the most well-known type of logic puzzle—in an easy-to-use, 
exciting format perfect for any math classroom. These language-independent logic puzzles provide kids with great problems 
to stretch how they think and reason. 

PRU4391 • 21.95

● ●

10 PROJECTS FOR THE PBL CLASSROOM: Maths
Todd Stanley • 9781760564391

Each book in the 10 Performance-Based Projects series provides 10 ready-made projects designed to help students achieve 
higher levels of thinking and develop 21st-century skills. Projects are aligned to the Common Core State Standards, allowing 
students to explore and be creative as well as gain enduring understanding. Each project represents a type of performance 
assessment, including portfolios, oral presentations, research papers, and exhibitions. Included for each project is a suggested 
calendar to allow teacher scheduling, mini-lessons that allow students to build capacity and gain understanding, as well as 
multiple rubrics to objectively assess student performance. The lessons are presented in an easy-to-follow format, enabling 
teachers to implement projects immediately. 

PRU4353 • 32.95

●

BEYOND THE BUBBLE, HOW TO USE MULTIPLE-CHOICE TESTS TO IMPROVE 
MATHS INSTRUCTION. YEARS 2-3 AND 4-5
Maryann Wickett, Eunice Hendrix-Martin 

Multiple-choice testing is an educational reality. Rather than complain about the negative impact these 
tests may have on teaching and learning, why not use them to better understand your students’ true 
mathematical knowledge and comprehension? Maryann Wickett and Eunice Hendrix-Martin show 
teachers how to move beyond the student’s answer - right or wrong - to uncover understanding and/
or misconceptions. By asking a few simple follow-up questions, teachers can learn a great deal about 
student understanding and make better, more informed instructional decisions. 

SHP7866 • 39.95 (Years 4–5) SHP7859 • 39.95 (Years 2–3)

●
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SCIENCE

●
$15.00 
Each

The I Wonder Why book series is written to ignite the curiosity of children in Years F–6 while encouraging them to become avid 
readers. These books explore the marvels of animals, plants and other phenomena related to science and nature. Included in 
each edition is a Parent/Teacher Handbook with coordinating activities.

Each book is full-colour, 250 × 180 mm (B5) and 36 pages in length.

NST9013
Lexile measure: 

630L

NST9006
Lexile measure: 

480L

NST1116
Lexile measure: 

610L

NST8986
Lexile measure: 

570L

NST1185
Lexile measure: 

300L

NST8993
Lexile measure: 

570L

NST1192
Lexile measure: 

780L

NST9136
Lexile measure: 580L

NST2233
Lexile measure: 550L

NST6057
Lexile measure: 680L

NST8929
Lexile measure: 620L

NST2257
Lexile measure: 550L

NST3421
Lexile measure: 630L

NST9143
Lexile measure: 590L

NST3698
Lexile measure: 590L

NST9198
Lexile measure: 420L

NST2240
Lexile measure: 970L

NST6071
Lexile measure: 620L

NST9150
Lexile measure: 680L

NST9181
Lexile measure: 620L

NST3742
Lexile measure: 420L

NST8721
Lexile measure: 150L

YEARS F–3

YEARS F–6
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Awaken a sense of wonder with the Next Time You See series. These books will inspire children in Years 
3–6 to experience the enchantment of everyday natural phenomena such as seashells, sunsets, fireflies 
and slaters. Especially designed to be experienced with an adult – be it a parent, teacher or friend – the 
Next Time You See books serve as a reminder that you don’t have to look very far to find something 
remarkable in nature.

$19.95 
Each

By Emily Morgan

●

NEXT TIME YOU SEE A MAPLE 
SEED
It’s fun to toss maple seeds up in the air and 
watch them spin down to the ground like 
nature’s own helicopters. This book prompts 
inquisitive kids to learn about these marvels 
of aerial engineering, including their real name 
(no, not whirlybird), the work they do for maple 
trees, and how to uncover the little trees waiting 
to sprout from the seeds. This book is a mini 
class in how tall trees grow from these tiny, 

twirling winged fruits.

NST6125

●

NEXT TIME YOU SEE THE MOON
Through vivid pictures and engaging 
explanations, children will learn about many of 
the Moon’s mysteries: what makes it look like a 
silvery crescent one time and a chalk-white ball a 
few nights later, why it sometimes appears in the 
daytime, where it gets its light, how it appears 
differently to us in the southern hemisphere than 
it does in the northern hemisphere, and how 
scientists can predict its shape on your birthday 
a thousand years from now.

NST9167

●

NEXT TIME YOU SEE A SEASHELL
This book tells the amazing story behind 
seashells: how they are made by molluscs, used 
for protection and camouflage, and full of clues 
about all they’ve been through. Inspired by Next 
Time You See a Seashell, young readers will find 
these intricate objects even more fascinating 
when they discover their origins in slimy, snaily 
creatures.

NST6392

●

NEXT TIME YOU SEE A SUNSET
Learn to appreciate the spinning of the Earth, 
the progress of day into night, and the reasons 
for the spectacular colours and shadows that 
accompany sunrise and sunset. Next Time You 
See a Sunset teachers children to appreciate 
that something they see every day is more 
interesting and more complicated than it may 
appear to them. Engender a sense of wonder in 
children of all ages!

NST6361

●

NEXT TIME YOU SEE A SPIDERWEB
If you know children who say “Ick!” when they 
spot a spider, this irresistible book will make 
them say “Ooh!” instead. This book describes 
how these small, skilful creatures weave some of 
nature’s most clever traps – their webs. It shows 
how spiders snare their prey with tangled webs, 
funnel webs and intricate orb webs. It tells us 
how spiders spin sticky silk without getting stuck 
themselves. 

NST8979

●

NEXT TIME YOU SEE A SLATER
Chances are that just under a nearby rock, you’ll 
spot a roly-poly slater. Encourage a child to 
take a close look, and introduce a fascinating 
creature. Gently pick it up and watch as it rolls 
into a ball and unrolls to take a walk. Slaters are 
not insects, like most people might assume. This 
cousin to lobsters and crabs sheds its crusty 
skin and will tickle your hand with its 14 (count 
’em!) wiggly legs. Together, you’ll discover that 
something so small can be fascinating.

NST6149

●

NEXT TIME YOU SEE A FIREFLY
We all enjoy watching fireflies twinkling in the 
twilight, but after reading this book, children 
will see the insects with new eyes. Discover 
why fireflies flash and how they live secret 
lives underground before coming out to fill the 
evening with their glimmers of light. Together 
you’ll also realise that if you catch fireflies, you 
must let them go; fireflies have a lot to do!

NST6446

●

NEXT TIME YOU SEE A CLOUD
Next time you want to see a show, go outside 
and look at the sky. The clouds will put on a 
show for you with their ever-changing shapes 
and sizes. This book reveals what are clouds 
made of, why are some clouds white, which 
clouds mean fair weather is coming, and which 
ones mean rain is on the way. 

NST1031

●
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10 PERFORMANCE-BASED STEM PROJECTS FOR YEARS 2–3
Todd Stanley • 9781760569181

10 Performance-Based STEM Projects for Years 23 provides 10 ready-made projects designed to help students achieve higher 
levels of thinking and develop 21st century skills while learning about science, technology, engineering and maths. 

PRU9181 • $45.95

●

10 PERFORMANCE-BASED STEM PROJECTS FOR GRADES 3-4
Todd Stanley • 9781760569181

10 Performance-Based STEM Projects for Years 34 provides 10 ready-made projects designed to help students achieve higher 
levels of thinking and develop 21st century skills while learning about science, technology, engineering and maths. 

PRU9198 • $45.95

●

10 PERFORMANCE-BASED STEM PROJECTS FOR GRADES 4-5
Todd Stanley • 9781760569204

10 Performance-Based STEM Projects for Years 45 provides 10 ready-made projects designed to help students achieve higher 
levels of thinking and develop 21st century skills while learning about science, technology, engineering and maths. 

PRU9204 • $45.95

●

10 PERFORMANCE-BASED STEM PROJECTS FOR YEARS 5-8
Todd Stanley • 9781760569211

10 Performance-Based STEM Projects for Years 58 provides 10 ready-made projects designed to help students achieve higher 
levels of thinking and develop 21st century skills while learning about science, technology, engineering and maths. 

PRU9211 • $45.95

● ●

ENGINEER THIS!
Carol McBride, Francisco Gonzales • 9781760019723

Turn trash into invention and sharpen your engineering eye with these 10 hands-on engineering projects. Using recycled and 
easy-to-find materials, engineer your own motorcar, catapult, glider, and other completely functional machines. Explore amazing 
scientific concepts, such as potential, kinetic, and electrical energy; principles of flight; weights and balances; pulleys and levers; 
laws of motion; and more. Each project includes step-by-step instructions, full-colour photos, exciting facts, safety tips, and 
extended engineering and science activities for further discovery. 

PRU9723 • $49.95

●

SPACE, STRUCTURE, AND STORY
Tamra Stambaugh, Emily Mofield • 9781760567309

Space, Structure, and Story integrates Earth and space science with science fiction and nonfiction texts, poetry, and art. This 
unit, developed by Vanderbilt University's Programs for Talented Youth, is aligned to the Common Core State Standards and Next 
Generation Science Standards. Students explore advanced science and ELA content through the lens of structure—its parts, 
purpose, and function. Mobius strips, the hero's journey, dystopian fiction, black holes, Einstein's relativity, stars, and moons are 
just a few of the captivating in-depth topics explored through accelerated content, engaging activities, and differentiated tasks. 

PRU6730 • $55.95

●

STEM
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●

NST4636 • 65.95 NST4643 • 65.95 NST4650 • 65.95

The award-winning Picture-Perfect Science Lessons series combines science and reading in a natural way and provides 
easy-to-grasp background in physical science, life science, and Earth and space sciences. The classroom-tested lessons 
clearly identify the appropriate science standards and embed carefully selected reading strategies.  

Authors Karen Ansberry and Emily Morgan know that primary school science teachers are usually crunched for science 
instructional time and could often use refresher explanations of scientific concepts.

NST3646 • 55.95 NST3639 • 55.95

Picture-Perfect SCIENCE & STEM

ENGINEERING INSTRUCTION FOR 
HIGH-ABILITY LEARNERS IN K-8 
CLASSROOMS 
Alicia Cotabish,Debbie Dailey  • 9781742396699

The book provides educators with information 
and examples on integrating engineering into 
existing and newly designed curriculum. The book 
specifies necessary components of engineering 
curriculum and instruction, recommends 
appropriate activities to encourage problem 

solving, creativity, and innovation, and provides examples of innovative 
technology in engineering curriculum and instruction. 

PRU6699 • 42.95

● ●

START YOUNG! EARLY CHILDHOOD 
SCIENCE ACTIVITIES 
Shannan McNair • 9781760014421

If you work with young children, we know eager 
they are to see, smell, hear, and touch the world 
around them. Encourage that natural curiosity 
while laying a foundation for a lifetime of learning 
about science. Start Young! is the resource that 
will help you start them off right. 

NST4421 • 19.95

●

A HEAD START ON SCIENCE: 
Encouraging a Sense of Wonder 
Shannan McNair • 9781760014384

89 hands-on science activities specifically 
designed for children ages 3-7. Grouped into 
seven topic areas: the senses, weather, physical 
science, creepy-crawlies, water and water 
mixtures, seeds, and nature walks. You’ll find 
this collection unusually easy to use in a variety 
of settings, including primary schools, preschool 

programs and day care. In addition to clear background and a master 
materials list, you get step-by-step procedures and comments and 
questions to pose to children.

NST4384 • 45.95

●

SCIENCE LEARNING IN THE EARLY 
YEARS: Activities for PreK-2 
Peggy Ashbrook • 9781743307571

Science Learning in the Early Years offers both 
classroom ideas and an understanding of how 
to use them effectively. Ashbrook emphasises 
important science concepts in 40-plus activities 
that are clearly presented and developmentally 
appropriate, connect to national science learning 

objectives, and highlight safety concerns

NST7571 • 45.95

●

10 PROJECTS FOR THE PBL 
CLASSROOM: Science
Todd Stanley • 9781760564360

This book provides 10 ready-made projects 
designed to help students achieve higher levels 
of thinking and develop 21st-century skills. It 
allows students to explore and be creative as well 
as gain enduring understanding. Each project 
represents a type of performance assessment, 
including portfolios, oral presentations, research 

papers, and exhibitions. Included for each project is a suggested 
calendar to allow teacher scheduling, mini-lessons that allow students 
to build capacity and gain understanding, as well as multiple rubrics to 
objectively assess student performance.

PRU4360 • 32.95

●

GRIT IN THE CLASSROOM: Building 
Perseverance for Excellence in Today's 
Students
Laila Y. Sanguras • 9781760567187

Grit in the Classroom: Building Perseverance for 
Excellence in Today’s Students assists educators 
in creating a learning environment that fosters 
grit development for all students, regardless of 
ability. Each chapter includes stories to illustrate 

the research and ideas presented and ends with discussion questions 
that can be used to continue the conversation. In an era of talent 
development and the pursuit of excellence, learners must be equipped 
with the perseverance that is essential to reaching high levels of 
success. This book provides a rationale for cultivating grit in the 
classroom with the goal of propelling this topic into discussions of 
building passion and talent in today’s students.

PRU6718 • 25.95

● ●
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YOUNG INVESTIGATORS: The Project 
Approach in the Early Years, Expanded 
Third Edition
Judy Harris Helm, Lilian G. Katz • 9781760560034

The authors have expanded the book to include 
two new chapters - "How Projects Can Connect 
Children with Nature" and "Project Investigations 
as STEM Experiences" - and to provide more help 
to teachers of the youngest children (toddlers) 
and older children (Year 2). The new edition also 

shows teachers how to use standards in the topic selection process 
and identifies activities and experiences that will help children grasp 
key concepts and skills.

TCP0034 • 39.95

●

BRAIN-POWERED SCIENCE: Inquiry 
Learning With Unexpected Results
Thomas O'Brien • 9781760010805

Thomas O'Brien takes 33 science inquiry activities 
higher by using experiments based on the 
science of a 'discrepant event' - an experiment 
or demonstration in which the outcome is not 
what students expect. While this book is designed 
for use with Year 6-12 students, F-5 Australian 
Curriculum: Science content descriptions are also 

included to illustrate the appropriate prerequisite work that students 
should engage in prior to participating in these activities. This thought-
provoking text includes many up-to-date online resources, as well as 
extensions to each of the physical science, biology and chemistry 
activities.

NST0805  • 37.95

● ●

MORE BRAIN-POWERED SCIENCE: 
Inquiry Learning With Unexpected 
Results
Thomas O'Brien • 9781760010935

Thomas O'Brien uses 22 inquiry-oriented 
discrepant events to challenge students' 
preconceived ideas and urge them to critically 
examine evidence, draw inferences and review 
their initial explanations with their peers. More 
Brain-Powered Science is the perfect dual-

purpose activity book for Years 6-12 science teachers who aim to 
stimulate and motivate their students while expanding their own 
scientific understanding. This revised Australian edition features 
correlations with the strands of the Australian Curriculum: Science, 
including various content descriptions for the science activities.

NST0935  • 37.95

● ●

EVEN MORE BRAIN-POWERED 
SCIENCE: Inquiry Learning With 
Unexpected Results
Thomas O'Brien • 9781760010843

This Australian edition of Even More Brain-
Powered Science uses 13 inquiry-oriented, 
discrepant events to dispute misconceptions 
and challenge students to critically examine 
evidence, draw inferences and review their initial 
explanations with their peers. These interactive 

lessons use readily available, inexpensive materials to engage the 
natural curiosity of both teachers and students and create new 
levels of scientific understanding, and include links to the Australian 
Curriculum: Science, including the rationale, aims, cross-curriculum 
priorities, content descriptions and links to other learning areas. Each 
easy-to-use chapter includes an expected outcome, an explanation of 
the science and science education concepts, discussion points, the 
procedure and a list of related websites.

NST0843 • 37.95

● ●

THE POWER OF QUESTIONING: 
Guiding Student Investigations
Julia McGough, Lisa Nyberg • 9781760019068

This pedagogical picture book invites you to 
nurture the potential for learning that comes from 
children's irrepressible urges to ask questions. 
The Power of Questioning offers you a solid 
foundation in both theory and practice, an unusual 
opportunity to see a model brought to life and 
standards- and STEM-friendly benefits. The book 

also illustrates how to integrate state standards, the Next Generation 
Science Standards, the Common Core State Standards and STEM 
education practices. The Power of Questioning is a fresh, lively source 
of strategies both you and your students will enjoy. The authors are 
veteran educators who know how busy and demanding today's F-6 
classroom is. 

NST9068 • $29.95

●

THE POWER OF INVESTIGATING: 
Guiding Authentic Assessments
Lisa Nyberg, Julie McGough • 9781760564001

The Power of Investigating invites you to capture 
the potential for learning with children - who are 
natural investigators. But this pedagogical picture 
book does more than just describe how to build 
investigations - it also shows you, so you can 
easily implement the investigations right away in 
your own F-5 classroom. As the second book in 

NSTA's Powerful Practices series, The Power of Investigating builds on 
the questioning strategies modelled in The Power of Questioning. The 
authors are veteran educators who know how busy and demanding 
today's F-5 classroom is. A powerful tool in a small package, the book 
provides fresh, lively strategies you and your students will learn from 
and enjoy. 

NST4001 • $32.95

●

WHAT ARE THEY THINKING?
Page Keeley • 9781760019228

You don't have to become a mind reader to 
understand the ideas young students bring to 
science class. This collection will help you draw 
out and then recognise what students know - 
or think they know - about the natural world. 
What Are They Thinking? is a compendium of 
30 'Formative Assessment Probes' columns 
from NSTA's elementary journal Science and 

Children. Each chapter provides a sample formative assessment probe, 
accompanying teacher notes and a bonus feature: a set of study group 
questions written especially for this compendium by award-winning 
author Page Keeley.

NST9228 • 55.95

●

COULD YOU LIVE UNDERWATER? 
(GRADES 4-5) 
Megan Barnhard, Jade Rivera • 9781760567170

In this engaging design thinking adventure, 
students utilise STEM skills and creative thinking 
to research, design and build prototypes of the 
underwater house of the future! After researching 
the effects of climate change on people throughout 
the world, learners narrow their focus to tackle 
an aspect of designing underwater that grabs 

their imaginations. They utilise design thinking to ideate, prototype 
and test, conducting experiments along the way and applying their 
findings about the properties of water to their work. The unit includes 
six modules with flexible time constraints, meaning teachers can 
implement the unit in as little as six class periods or as many as 6 
weeks. At every stage, learners draw on creativity and collaboration as 
they build STEM skills. 

PRU6717 • 35.95

● 
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INTERACTIONS IN ECOLOGY AND 
LITERATURE
Eric Fecht, Emily Mofield, Tamra Stambaugh  
9781760567217

Interactions in Ecology and Literature integrates 
ecology with the concepts of interactions and the 
reading of fictional and informational texts. This 
unit is aligned to the Australian Curriculum for 
both English and Science, and can be used as 
part of a Year 2–3 gifted program or an in-depth 

unit for Years 4–5. Students will encounter questions such as “Should 
animals be kept in zoos?” and “Should humans intervene to control 
overpopulation of species?” They will examine relationships among 
living things and the environment as well as relationships between 
literary elements in texts through in-depth content, engaging activities 
and differentiated tasks.

PRU7217 • $55.95

● 

SCIENCE STORIES: Using Case 
Studies to Teach Critical Thinking
Ky F. Herreid,Nancy A. Schiller, Clyde Freeman Herreid  
9781760010652

The authors have organised case studies into 
categories such as historical cases, science 
and the media, and ethics and the scientific 
process. Each case study comprises a story, 
classroom discussion questions, teaching notes 
and background information, objectives, and 

common misconceptions about the topic, as well as helpful references. 
University-level educators and secondary school teachers will find 
that this compilation of case studies will allow students to make 
connections between the classroom and everyday life. Science Stories 
is sure to make science engaging and enlightening for both students 
and teachers.

NST0652 • $65.95

 ●

LEARNING AND TEACHING 
SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY: Research and 
Applications
Crystal Bruxvoort, James Jadrich • 9781760019327

Science teacher educators, curriculum specialists, 
professional development facilitators and F–8 
teachers are bound to increase their understanding 
and confidence when teaching inquiry after a 
careful reading of this definitive work. Advancing 

a new perspective, James Jadrich and Crystal Bruxvoort assert that 
scientific inquiry is best taught using models in science rather than 
focusing on scientists’ activities. Educators will find detailed examples, 
practice problems, activities and lesson ideas that apply research 
findings to practical scenarios for the classroom.

NST9327 • $45.95

● ●

BREAKING THROUGH!: Helping Girls 
Succeed in Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Maths 
Susan Matloff-Nieves, Elizabeth K. Lawner, Harriet S. 
Mosatche • 9781743304174

This book covers topics ranging from how role 
models can make a difference to finding non-
stereotypical toys. Regardless of a daughter’s 
age (from birth to young adulthood), parents will 
find tips they can immediately use to help combat 

the gender imbalance in STEM areas. Whether they need to advocate 
for gender-neutral, STEM-enriched classrooms or want to encourage 
creative problem solving and persistence in their daughters, readers 
will find ideas to take action to help the girls in their lives break through 
the barriers and achieve success in STEM.

PRU417 • $29.95

● ●

PREDICT, OBSERVE, EXPLAIN: 
Activities Enhancing Science 
Understanding
Michael Bowen, John Haysom  • 9781760010942

This book provides Australian science teachers 
with more than 100 student activities to prove 
scientific concepts. Using the powerful, field-
tested Predict, Observe, Explain (POE) strategy, 
the book makes it easy for novice and experienced 
teachers alike to incorporate a teaching method 

that helps students understand and even enjoy science and learning. 
This revised Australian edition features a scope and sequence chart 
showing how each chapter of the book correlates to a learning 
progression in the Science Understanding strand of the Australian 
Curriculum: Science for Years F–10.

NST0942 • $39.95

● ●

INQUIRING SCIENTISTS, INQUIRING 
READERS: Using Nonfiction to Promote 
Science Literacy, 3–5
Terry Shiverdecker, Jessica Fries-Gaither • 
9781760014377

This book shows teachers how to teach science 
using a variety of nonfiction text sets (such 
as field guides, reference books and narrative 
expository texts) and replace individual lessons 
with a learning-cycle format (including hands-on 

investigations, readings, directed discussion and problem solving). 
Research-based and teacher-friendly, this book shows how inquiry can 
engage your students in reading nonfiction texts, discussing important 
science concepts, and writing to both develop understanding and 
share information.

NST4377 • $55.95

●

INQUIRING SCIENTISTS, INQUIRING 
READERS IN MIDDLE SCHOOL, 
GRADES 6-8: Using Nonfiction to 
Promote Science Literacy
Terry Shiverdecker, Jessica Fries-Gaither • 
9781760561093

This book provides the guidance and information 
you need to tackle the challenge of integrating 
literacy into your science lessons. As authors Terry 
Shiverdecker and Jessica Fries-Gaither explain in 

the introduction, "Embedding nonfiction text and literacy activities into 
inquiry-based science honors the best practices of both disciplines." 
Research-based and classroom-tested, this book's lessons help you 
support student learning and maximize your time.

NST1093 • $55.95

● ●

HANDS-ON STEAM EXPLORATIONS 
FOR YOUNG LEARNERS
Allison Bemiss • 9781760567194

Hands-On STEAM Explorations for Young 
Learners uses popular children’s nursery rhymes 
to explore STEAM concepts through minds-on, 
hands-on investigations. Children ages 4–8 and 
their teachers will love this twist on familiar old 
nursery rhymes. Children will enjoy problem 
solving and tinkering as they discover and 

explore. Baa, Baa, Black Sheep insists that she hides more colours 
in the drawn lines of her black wool. Test to find out if it is possible 
for black to be more than one colour. How might you make Old King 
Cole’s fiddle using cardboard boxes and rubber bands? Teachers will 
appreciate the easy-to-follow layout, connections to advanced learning 
and easy-to-access materials in each investigation. Innovation, wonder 
and fun are at the heart of each of these explorations.

PRU7194  • 35.95

●
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CATEGORY HEADINGSocial & Emotional Support
GRIT IN THE CLASSROOM
Laila Y. Sanguras • 9781760567187

The combination of sustained hard work 
and resiliency, grit is the difference between 
those who give up and those who don't. This 
book assists educators in creating a learning 
environment that fosters grit development for 
all students, regardless of ability. Each chapter 
includes stories to illustrate the research and 
ideas presented and ends with discussion 

questions that can be used to continue the conversation. In an era 
of talent development and the pursuit of excellence, learners must be 
equipped with to reach high levels of success. This book provides a 
rationale for cultivating grit in the classroom with the goal of propelling 
this topic into discussions of building passion and talent in today's 
students.

PRU6718 • $25.95

● ●

WHEN SMART KIDS UNDERACHIEVE 
IN SCHOOL
Todd Stanley • 9781760566883

When Smart Kids Underachieve in School takes a 
look at the 10 most common reasons why some 
smart, advanced and gifted students do not 
reach their achievement potential. Reasons for 
underachievement range from social– emotional 
needs, lack of proper programming, not being 
challenged and potential learning disabilities. 

Each chapter discusses a different cause and three practical strategies 
that can be used to overcome it. Useful for teachers, counsellors, 
gifted coordinators and administrators, this book is an easy-to-read, 
must-have resource for any educator looking to identify, understand 
and reverse underachievement.

PRU6883  • $29.95

● ●

THE GIRL GUIDE
Christine Fonseca • 9781760019303

Finding your unique voice in a noisy world can be 
hard - very hard. But not if you have a great guide! 
The Girl Guide: Finding Your Place in a Mixed-
Up World as you enter the tumultuous world of 
adolescence. Packed with fun worksheets and 
quizzes, The Girl Guide covers everything you 
need to know on the journey toward your own 
identity. Proven strategies for dealing with stress 

management, confronting relational aggression, being safe online, 
navigating the mother-daughter relationship and more make this the 
ultimate guide for getting through the teen years and discovering your 
unique point of view in the world.

PRU9303  • $19.95

●

MOTIVATING GIFTED STUDENTS
Del Siegle,D Betsy McCoach  • 9781743306949

This book is packed with strategies and helpful 
tips to help you motivate your gifted learners. The 
authors offer specific ideas for making sure that 
the gifted children in your classroom stay engaged 
and excited about learning. Although gifted students 
are not normally considered at risk for academic 
failure, the seeming lack of motivation of many 
academically gifted students is a continuing area of 
concern and frustration for many teachers, parents 
and counsellors. Del Siegle and D. Betsy McCoach 

explore crucial issues such as why some students who seem capable of 
outstanding performance fail to realise their potential and what causes some 
gifted students to be more motivated than others.

PRU6949 • $25.95

● ●

MOMENT TO MOMENT: A Positive 
Approach to Managing Classroom 
Behavior
Joey Mandel • 9781760017668

This book argues that the key is to look beyond 
the behaviour to what children’s actions say 
about them and their social development. This 
insightful resource is based on the premise that 
some children need extra help and patience in 

developing social skills, and suggest effective ways to assist students 
in developing these important skills - ranging from the ability to 
adapt to social environments. This book empowers teachers to help 
children develop a stronger sense of character and self, to deepen the 
emotional well-being of the class and equip students with the skills 
they need to deal with the emotional challenges they meet in school 
and beyond.

PBP7668 • $29.95

● ●

PARENTING GIFTED KIDS: Tips for 
Raising Happy and Successful Children
James R. Delisle • 9781743305997

A gifted education Legacy Award winner, 
Parenting Gifted Kids: Tips for Raising Happy 
and Successful Children provides a humorous, 
engaging, and encouraging look at raising gifted 
children today. James R. Delisle, Ph.D., offers 
practical, down-to-earth advice that will cause 
parents to re-examine the ways they perceive 

and relate to their children. Dr Delisle puts forward 10 tips to parents 
of gifted children – ideas that reflect attitude and approach and allow 
for introspection and change, rather than quick solutions. Some topics 
of interest include understanding a child’s giftedness, working with the 
school system, dealing with perfectionism in gifted kids, and being 
adult role models for children.

PRU5997  • $25.95

● ●

LETTING GO OF PERFECT
Jill Adelson, Hope Wilson • 9781760569280

 Letting Go of Perfect: Overcoming Perfectionism in 
Kids pinpoints a crippling state of mentality among 
many kids today—the need to be absolutely 
perfect—and gives parents and teachers the 
guidance and support they need to help children 
break free of the anxieties and behaviors related 
to perfectionism. For children who believe their 
best is never good enough, perfectionism can 

lead to excessive guilt, lack of motivation, low self-esteem, depression, 
pessimism, obsessive and compulsive behavior, and a sense of rigidity.  

PRU9280 • $24.95

● ●

WHEN GIFTED STUDENTS 
UNDERACHIEVE
Sylvia Rimm • 9781760569310

Underachievement in gifted students has 
long puzzled teachers, parents, and students 
themselves. For gifted underachievers to change 
their habits and begin to succeed in school, 
educators must take action to identify, challenge, 
and motivate these kids. Sylvia Rimm, one of the 
leading experts in the underachievement of gifted 

students, looks at the various causes of underachievement, discusses 
the characteristics of gifted underachievers, and provides educators 
with solid advice on combating underachievement in this population.  

PRU9310 • $24.95

● ●
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UNDERSTANDING & NURTURING 
NON-VERBALLY GIFTED LEARNERS
Mark Steven Hess • 9781760013981

Sometimes kids especially after Year 1 seem to 
typically surprise us with an insight, suddenly 
performing a task beyond their years or simply 
seem to know without being able to explain how 
they know. These are the kids who are often left 
out of gifted programs in school yet they offer 
the sort of 21st century skills that will make our 

world a better place. This book is addressed to all those parents who 
wonder about their child’s flashes of brilliance but cannot quite lay a 
finger on a particular gift, and the teachers who see the same gleam 
in a student’s eyes.

POL3981 • $14.95

● ●

PARENTING GIFTED CHILDREN 101
Jana Kirchner,Tracy Inman • 9781743306772

This practical, easy-to-read book explores the 
basics of parenting gifted children, truly giving 
parents the “introductory course” they need to 
better understand and help their gifted child. Topics 
include myths about gifted children, characteristics 
of the gifted, the hows and whys of advocacy, 
social and emotional issues and needs, strategies 
for partnering with your child’s school, and more. 

Parenting Gifted Children 101 explores ways for you to help your 
child at home and maximise your child’s educational experience with 
strategies that are based on research, but easy to implement. Each 
chapter contains resources for further reading and insights from more 
than 50 parents and educators of gifted children.

PRU6772  • $25.95

● ●

MINDSETS IN THE 
CLASSROOM BOOK 
AND POSTER SET
Mindsets in the Classroom 
provides educators with ideas 
for ways to build a growth 
mindset school culture, wherein 
students are challenged to 

change their thinking about their abilities and potential. This set 
includes the New York Times Education Bestseller Mindsets in the 
Classroom, Ready-to-Use Resources for Mindsets in the Classroom 
and the Mindsets in the Classroom Poster Set. 

PRU6500 • $100.00

● ●

POSTER: Mindsets in the 
Classroom Set
This poster set is perfect for schools 
looking to implement the ideas in 
Mindsets in the Classroom quickly, 
easily and successfully. When students 
believe that dedication and hard 
work can change their performance 

in school, they grow to become resilient, successful students. This 
set contains six glossy, full-colour posters on durable A3 laminated 
cardboard stock with essential messages schools need to promote 
in order to create a growth mindset school culture in which work and 
effort can lead to success! 

PRU6598 • $39.95

● ●

READY-TO-USE RESOURCES FOR 
MINDSETS IN THE CLASSROOM: 
Everything Educators Need for 
Classroom Success
Mary Cay Ricci • 9781760017071

Ready-to-Use Resources for Mindsets in the 
Classroom provides educators with tools they 
need to help students change their thinking about 
their abilities and potential. The book features 
ready-to-use, interactive tools for students, 

teachers, parents, administrators and professional development 
educators. Parent resources include a sample parent web page and 
several growth mindset parent education tools. Other resources 
include: mindset observation forms, student and teacher "look fors", 
lists of books that contribute to growth mindset thinking, critical 
thinking strategy write-ups and samples, and a unique study guide for 
the original book that includes book study models from actual schools. 

PRU7071 • $39.95

● ●

MINDSETS IN THE CLASSROOM: 
Building a Culture of Success and 
Student Achievement in School
Mary Cay Ricci • 9781760017064

Mindsets in the Classroom provides educators 
with ideas for ways to build a growth mindset 
school culture, wherein students are challenged 
to change their thinking about their abilities and 
potential. The book includes a planning template, 
step-by-step description of a growth mindset 

culture and "look-fors" for adopting a differentiated, responsive 
instruction model teachers can use immediately in their classrooms. 
It also highlights the importance of critical thinking and teaching 
students to learn from failure. The book includes a sample professional 
development plan and ideas for communicating the mindset concept to 
parents. With this book's easy-to-follow advice, tasks and strategies, 
teachers can grow a love of learning in their students. 

PRU7064 • $34.95

● ●

RAISING BOYS WITH ADHD
James W Forgan Ph.D., Mary Anne Richey • 
9781760567262

Written by two professionals who have "been 
there and done that" with their own sons with 
ADHD, Raising Boys With ADHD empowers 
parents to help their sons with ADHD find success 
in school and beyond. The book covers topics 
not often found in other parenting guides such 
as the preschool years and early diagnosis and 

strategies for teens transitioning to work and tertiary study. Filled 
with practical knowledge, resources and tools needed to help parents 
address the many strengths and challenges of boys with ADHD, this 
book provides parents with encouragement and hope for the future.

PRU7262 • $19.95 

● ●

WHOLEHEARTED TEACHING OF 
GIFTED YOUNG WOMEN
9781760019808

Wholehearted Teaching of Gifted Young Women 
explores the important role school communities 
play in supporting the social and emotional needs 
of high-achieving young women. Using a youth 
participatory action research model, this project 
follows 20 student researchers from high school 

through college. Framed with personal stories and filled with practical 
suggestions, this book offers strategies for teachers, counsellors, 
parents, and high-achieving young women as they navigate the 
precipice of youth and everything after. 

PRU9808 • $55.00

● ●
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THE SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF GIFTED CHILDREN: What Do We Know? 2nd Ed
Tracy L Cross,Steven Pfeiffer, Maureen Neihart • 9781760017293

This book remains the only book that provides a comprehensive summary of the empirical research on the social and emotional 
development of gifted children by leading authorities in the field. It includes several features that make it the leading text on what 
we know about the social and emotional development of gifted children. Including a new section on the psychosocial aspects of 
talent development, as well as addresses the burgeoning interest and research base regarding gifted performance.

PRU7293  • $49.95

● ●

EMOTIONAL INTENSITY IN GIFTED STUDENTS: Helping Kids Cope With Explosive Feelings
Christine Fonseca • 9781760017354

Designed to provide support for the difficult job of parenting and teaching gifted children, Emotional Intensity in Gifted Students 
provides the resource parents and teachers need to not only understand why gifted children are so extreme in their behaviour, but 
also learn specific strategies to teach gifted children how to live with their intensity. The author uses real-world examples through 
case studies and role-plays that show parents and teachers how to interact with gifted children in a way that teachers them how to 
recognise, monitor and adjust their behaviour.

PRU7354 • $29.95

● ●

I’M NOT JUST GIFTED: Social-Emotional Curriculum for Guiding Gifted Children
Christine Fonseca • 9781760019372

What traits and characteristics define successful people? Why do gifted children, in particular, need a strong effective curriculum 
in order to maximise their potential? These questions and more are explored in this guide to helping gifted children in Years 4–7 
as they navigate the complicated social and emotional aspects of their lives. This curriculum is designed to help gifted children 
explore their giftedness, develop resiliency, manage their intensities, face adversities and tough situations, and cultivate their talents 
and passions.

PRU9372  • $35.95

● ●

WHEN ACTIONS SPEAK LOUDER THAN WORDS: Understanding the Challenging Behaviors of Young 
Children and Students With Disabilities
Susan Dixon, Kim Davis • 9781742397061

The authors in this book address what behaviours children use to communicate, what kinds of messages they may be sending, 
and how adults can ask six critical questions to better understand and meet children’s needs. Throughout the book, stories provide 
enlightening, sometimes humorous, examples of how children use behaviour to communicate. Engaging exercises and end-of-
chapter questions can be used by individuals or teams to examine and improve their current practice.

SOT7061 • $40.00

● ●

PARENTING KIDS WITH OCD: A Guide to Understanding and Supporting Your Child With OCD
Bonnie Zucker Psy.D. • 9781760566876

This book provides parents with a comprehensive understanding of obsessive-compulsive disorder, its symptoms, types and 
presentation in children and teens. The treatment of OCD is explained, and guidelines on how to both find appropriate help and 
best support one’s child are provided. Family accommodation is the rule, not the exception, when it comes to childhood OCD; yet, 
higher accommodating is associated with a worsening of the child’s symptoms and greater levels of familial stress. Parents who have 
awareness of how they can positively or negatively impact their child’s OCD can benefit their child’s outcome. Case examples are 
included to illustrate the child’s experience with OCD and what effective treatment looks like. OCD worsens when there is increased 
stress for the child; therefore, stress management is an essential component for improvement. 

PRU6876 • 24.95

● ●

NOTHING YOU CAN'T DO!
Mary Cay Ricci • 9781760567255

Have you ever thought about your dreams and if you could achieve them? Guess what? You can! It just takes changing the way 
you think to change your life. Unlock the secrets to success in school, sports, music, art – just about anything in life – with the 
information in Nothing You Can’t Do!: The Secret Power of Growth Mindsets. By discovering the secrets included in this illustrated, 
funny and interactive book, you’ll learn how to develop a growth mindset, where you look at life through a more optimistic lens, 
learn how to handle mistakes in a positive way and find all of the possibilities in yourself, even those you didn’t know were there! 
With the power of a growth mindset, there’s nothing you can’t do!

PRU7255 • 19.95 

● ●

UNDERSTANDING YOUR GIFTED CHILD FROM THE INSIDE OUT
James Delisle • 9781760019792

Understanding Your Gifted Child From the Inside Out features real-life stories about the lives of gifted children and how they and 
their parents recognise and enjoy the many intellectual talents and social and emotional insights they possess. 

PRU9792 • $49.95

● ●
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English

Jacob’s Ladder Gifted Reading Comprehension Program Second Edition

PRU9410 PRU9429

PRU7224 PRU7231 PRU7248 PRU9445PRU9437

Each book in the Jacob’s Ladder Gifted Reading 
Comprehension Program provides teachers with an 
explanation of the nature of supplementary tasks 
that scaff old reading comprehension, and includes an 
overview of the goals and objectives of the tasks and 
suggestions for implementation. 

$49.95
Each

PRE ORDER

The Jacob’s Ladder Gifted Reading Comprehension Program targets reading comprehension skills in 
high-ability learners by moving students through an inquiry process from basic understanding to 
critical analyses of texts, using a fi eld-tested method developed by the Center for Gifted Education 

at the College of William & Mary. Students will learn to comprehend and analyse any reading passage 
after completing the activities in Jacob’s Ladder.

Research conducted by the Center for Gifted Education demonstrated that the Jacob’s Ladder Gifted 
Reading Comprehension Program delivers results related to:

improved reading comprehension
increased critical thinking
enhanced interest in reading.

The new second editions of the Jacob’s Ladder: Gifted Reading Comprehension series include 
various additions and enhancements to the successful fi rst editions, notably new readings 

and ladders for student use, as well as many miscellaneous improvements.

● ●
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JACOB’S LADDER READING COMPREHENSION PROGRAM: 
Nonfi ction Years 3, 4 and 5

The Jacob’s Ladder Reading Comprehension Program targets 
reading comprehension skills in high-ability learners by moving 
students through an inquiry process from basic understanding to 
critical analyses of texts using a field-tested method developed 
by the Center for Gifted Education at William & Mary. Students 
in Years 3, 4 and 5 will be able to comprehend and analyse any 
nonfiction reading passage after completing the activities in these 
books. Using skill ladders connected to individual readings related 
to essays, articles, comparison documents, infographics and 
other nonfiction text, students move from lower-order, concrete 
thinking skills to higher-order, critical thinking skills.

PRU3573 • $29.95

●

NON FICTION YEARS 3, 4 & 5

PRU3603 • $29.95 PRU3610 • $29.95

Student Workbooks

PRU9327

PRU9328
(Set of 5)

Nonfi ction Nonfi ction Nonfi ction

PRU9356

PRU9357
(Set of 5)

PRU9380

PRU9380
(Set of 5)

PRU9334

PRU9335
(Set of 5)

Poetry Poetry Poetry

PRU9364

PRU9366
(Set of 5)

PRU9399

PRU9400
(Set of 5)

PRU9348

PRU9349
(Set of 5)

Short Stories Short Stories Short Stories

PRU5693

PRU5694
(Set of 5)

PRU6940

PRU6941
(Set of 5)

$15.00
Each

$39.95
Set of 5

Jacob’s Ladder Gifted Reading Comprehension Program Student Workbooks 
are available for Years 3–5. The workbooks correspond to the chapters in Part II –
Short Stories, Poetry and Nonfi ction – for each of these year levels. They 
provide a space for students to complete the exercises outlined in the program. 
Each Student Workbook can be purchased either individually or as a set of fi ve.

Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

The Aff ective Jacob’s Ladder Reading Comprehension Program focuses 
specifi cally on supporting advanced students’ social–emotional needs 
through the discussion of reading selections.

The books include high-interest readings, poems, and connections to videos 
and songs that integrate reading comprehension and analysis skills with 
aff ective and social–emotional needs. Students are asked to apply themes, 
character or real-life experiences, and lessons from texts to their own lives. 
New ladders were specially designed for this series and derived from relevant 
theories about empathy, risk and resilience, achievement motivation, and 
mindsets and practices for cultivating talent.

AFFECTIVE JACOB’S LADDER 

PRU6715PRU6714

$49.95
EACH

These guides provide teachers with an explanation of the nature and substance of the theoretical constructs for each ladder. Also 
included are an overview of the goals and objectives of each ladder and suggestions for how to implement the ladders in the 
classroom in a way that supports students’ academic and social–emotional needs at the same time.

●

● ●
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10 PROJECTS FOR THE PBL CLASSROOM: English
Todd Stanley  • 9781760564346

10 ready-made projects designed to help students achieve higher levels of thinking and develop 21st-century skills. Projects are 
aligned to the Australian Curriculum, allowing students to explore and be creative as well as gain enduring understanding. Each 
project represents a type of performance assessment, including portfolios, oral presentations, research papers, and exhibitions. 
Included for each project is a suggested calendar to allow teacher scheduling, mini-lessons that allow students to build capacity 
and gain understanding, as well as multiple rubrics to objectively assess student performance. 

PRU4346  • $32.95

●

MAKE UP YOUR MIND: A Classroom Guide to 10 Age-Old Debates
James M Girsch, Clark G Porter  • 9781760564421

Have you struggled with how to engage students in a lively and meaningful discussion about ideas that matter? Make Up Your 
Mind, for grades 7–10, presents 10 pervasive intellectual conflicts that have bedeviled the world of ideas for centuries and 
continue to influence modern thought, including free will vs. determinism, nature vs. nurture, and liberalism vs. conservatism. 
Each chapter offers background information and a variety of discussion starters, journal prompts, skits, readings, and student 
assignments. Students will sharpen their critical thinking skills as they wrestle with contradictions that continue to challenge all 
people, shaping dialogue about contemporary issues.

PRU4421 • $32.95

●

TEACHING GRAPHIC NOVELS IN THE CLASSROOM: Building Literacy and Comprehension
Ryan Novak • 9781760564445

Teaching Graphic Novels in the Classroom describes different methods teachers may use to begin teaching graphic literature to 
new readers. The first chapter of the book is dedicated to the history of the medium and runs from the earliest days of comic books 
through the growing popularity of graphic novels. It includes profiles of early creators and the significance of certain moments 
throughout the history that chart the evolution of graphic literature from superheroes to award-winning novels like Maus.

PRU4445 • $32.95

●

FICTION AND NONFICTION: Literacy Units for Gifted Students in Years 4-6
9781760017347

The CLEAR curriculum, developed by University of Virginia’s National Research Center on the Gifted and Talented, is an evidence-
based teaching model that emphasises Challenge Leading to Engagement, Achievement, and Results. In Fiction and Nonfiction: 
Literacy Units for Gifted Students in Grade 4, students will read and analyse short stories and write their own short story in the 
fiction unit. In the nonfiction unit, students will study nonfiction (and creative nonfiction) texts to examine how writers use many of 
the same devices to tell nonfiction stories. Students will read a variety of texts and will write their own memoirs.

PRU7347  • $42.95

●

LITERATURE ACTIVITIES TEENS ACTUALLY LOVE: Authentic Projects for the English Classroom
Lisa Lukens, Jeremy Gertzfield,Bill Fritz, Beth Ahlgrim   • 9781760564452

Instead of asking literature to meet the entertainment, cultural, and of course educational needs of today’s youth, Literature 
Activities Teens Actually Love empowers teachers to guide students in working with literature on their own terms in order to 
rediscover the joys it holds. Through a variety of innovative and highly engaging projects, this book will develop a new lens through 
which to view literature and its study, with activities that are at once highly entertaining yet encourage higher order thinking skills 
and strategies.

PRU4452  • $21.95

●

CREATIVE CURRICULUM EXTENDERS: Years 3–5
Laurie Stolmack Eaton • 9781760017286

This book is an easy-to-use source of reading and writing literacy activities to help teachers differentiate instruction. Each page 
has four in-depth, open-ended and varied project choices, allowing students to pick a project that fits their needs, ability level 
and learning style. The book includes activities in the areas of novels, poetry, persuasive communications and autobiography, 
among others. Using the creative and diverse activities in this book, teachers can extend content, build specific skills and guide 
students to pursue their unique goals and passions.

PRU7286  • 29.95

●
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IN THE MIND’S EYE: Truth Versus 
Perception English Lessons for Gifted 
and Advanced Learners in Years 6–8
Emily Mofield, Tamra Stambaugh • 9781760017309

This book is designed specifically with gifted and 
high-achieving middle-years and early secondary 
school learners in mind. These concept-based 
lessons are accelerated beyond typical year-level 
standards and include advanced models and 
organisers to help students analyse a variety of 

texts. Students engage in activities such as literary analyses, skits and 
art projects, and creative writing to understand differing perceptions of 
reality. Lessons include a major emphasis on rigorous evidence-based 
discourse through the study of common themes and content-rich texts.

PRU7309 • 49.95  

● ●

I, ME, YOU, WE: Individuality Versus 
Conformity English Lessons for Gifted 
and Advanced Learners in Years 6–8
Emily Mofield, Tamra Stambaugh • 9781760017330

Students explore essential questions such as 
“What are the consequences of conforming to a 
group? The book includes a major emphasis on 
rigorous evidence-based discourse through the 
study of common themes across rich, challenging 
nonfiction and fictional texts. Guide students to 

examine the fine line of individuality versus conformity through the 
related concepts of belongingness, community, civil disobedience, 
self-reliance and questioning the status quo by engaging in creative 
activities, Socratic seminars, literary analyses and debates.

PRU7330 • $42.95

● ●

CHALLENGING UNITS FOR GIFTED 
LEARNERS: Teaching the Way Gifted 
Students Think – English
Kenneth Smith • 9781760019396

Gifted students have the potential to learn material 
earlier and faster, to handle more complexity 
and abstraction, and to solve complex problems 
better. This book is designed to help teachers 
provide the stimulating curricula that will nurture 

this potential in school. Including units that ask students to develop 
strong personalities for their main characters while writing mysteries, 
study Freud’s psychoanalytic theory and then analyse a classic novel 
using what they’ve learned, focus on writing from a specific point of 
view and increase their appreciation for poetry.

PRU9396  • $32.95

● ●

USING THE COMMON CORE 
STATE STANDARDS FOR ENGLISH 
LANGUAGE ARTS WITH GIFTED AND 
ADVANCED LEARNERS
Joyce VanTassel-Baska • 9781743304235

Using the Common Core State Standards for 
English Language Arts With Gifted and Advanced 
Learners provides teachers and administrators 
examples and strategies to implement the 
Common Core State Standards (CCSS) with 

advanced learners at all stages of development in F–12 schools. 
Using the Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts 
With Gifted and Advanced Learners describes – and demonstrates 
with specific examples from the CCSS – what effective differentiated 
activities in English look like for top learners.

PRU4235 • $24.95

● ●

A TEACHER’S GUIDE TO USING THE COMMON CORE STATE STANDARDS WITH GIFTED AND 
ADVANCED LEARNERS IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS
Shaunessy-Dedrick, Hughes-Lynch, Kettler, VanTassel-Baska • 9781743303535

This book provides a blueprint for differentiating the CCSS for ELA for gifted and advanced students through the use of 
acceleration, depth, complexity and creativity within and across the year levels. It illustrates the differences between learning 
experiences for typical and advanced students based on the same standard and provides an array of examples across five of the 
information text and literary text standards while integrating the other aspects of English teaching and learning.

PRU3535 • $49.95

● ●

CHALLENGING AUSTRALIAN 
CURRICULUM ENGLISH LESSONS

These books provide gifted and 
advanced learners challenging 
activities to master and engage with the 
Australian Curriculum: English through 
four mini units. Each mini unit is packed 
with activities and practice problems 
that enrich and extend year-level 
content for Years 3-5. Included texts 
have messages and characters that are 
developmentally suitable for students.  
Through higher-order reasoning 
questions, resulting discussions and 
student-created products associated 
with these texts, gifted and advanced 
students’ needs are met while still 
maintaining messages and characters 
to which students can relate.

PRU4181 • $49.95

●

PRU4198 • $49.95 PRU4204 • $49.95
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Creativity and Giftedness

TEACHING FOR CREATIVITY IN 
THE AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM 
CLASSROOM
John Baer, James C. Kaufman, Ronald A. Beghetto • 
9781760014148

This book outlines ways to adapt existing lessons 
and mandated curricula to encourage the growth 
of creativity alongside more traditional academic 
skills. Based on recent psychological research 

on creativity, this revised Australian edition of the original text 
debunks common misconceptions about creativity, describes how 
learning environments can support both creativity and the Australian 
Curriculum, offers creative lessons and insights for teaching English 
and mathematics, and includes assessments for creativity. 
TCP4148 • $39.95

● ●

DRAMATHEMES, FOURTH EDITION
Larry Swartz • 9781760016326

Dramathemes shows teachers simple, engaging 
strategies for exploring literacy in new, innovative 
ways. Literacy sources are at the root of this 
amazing book that draws on picture books, novels, 
poetry, scripts and photographs as sources for 
effective classroom instruction. By reading, writing 
and talking both in role and out of role, students 

can develop and creatively share their responses, their stories, and 
their ideas. 
PBP6326 • $34.95

● ●

PHILOSOPHY FOR KIDS
David A. White • 9781760019402

“What does it mean to be fair?” “How do you know 
who your friends are?” “What is time?” “Are you 
the same person you were five years ago?” “Can 
something logical ever not make sense?” If you 
have ever wondered about questions like these, you 
are well on your way to becoming a philosopher! 
Philosophy for Kids offers young people (from age 

ten up) the opportunity to become acquainted with the wonders of 
philosophy. 

PRU9402 • $39.95

● ●

EDUCATING FOR CREATIVITY & 
INNOVATION
Edwin Selby, Patricia Schoonover, Donald Treffinger • 
9781760017101

Although organisations worldwide recognise that 
their success both now and in the future depends on 
a workforce capable of effective thinking, problem 
solving and innovation, educational practice 
stills lags behind our knowledge in these areas. 

Educating for Creativity and Innovation is a powerful resource to close 
the gap between research and practice, and to promote understanding 
and effective practice relating to creativity and innovation. 
PRU7101  • $69.95

● ●

ORGANIC CREATIVITY IN THE 
CLASSROOM
Jane Piirto • 9781760017088

This collection of essays explores approaches 
to teaching creativity from the perspectives of 
experienced educators and artists. Teaching 
stories and helpful strategies that can be used 
to encourage students to become more creative 
within specific domains. The authors include master 

teachers, curriculum theorists, holistic educators and award-winning 
practitioners of writing, mathematics, science, humanities and social 
sciences, literature, languages, the arts, educational psychology, gifted 
education, school counselling and school administration, among other 
domains, who incorporate creativity and intuition into their classrooms.
PRU7088 • $76.95

● ●

SPARKING STUDENT CREATIVITY
Patti Drapeau • 9781760014025

This book includes 40 ‘grab and go’ ideas that 
infuse lessons plans with a spirit of exploration. 
No matter what year levels or content areas you 
teach, Sparking Student Creativity will help you to 
produce creative lessons components that directly 
address critical content, target specific standards 
and require thoughtful products from students as 

they grow into independent learners and become successful adults. 
115007 • $29.95

● ●

PHILOSOPHY FOR TEENS
Sharon M. Kayne, Paul Thomson • 9781760564438

What is love? Is lying always wrong? Is beauty 
a matter of fact, or a matter of taste? What is 
discrimination? The answers to these questions, 
and more, are examined in Philosophy for Teens: 
Questioning Life’s Big Ideas, an in-depth, teenager-
friendly look at the philosophy behind everyday 
issues. 

PRU4438 • $29.95

●

DEVELOPING CREATIVITY IN THE 
CLASSROOM
Todd Kettler, Kristen Lamb, Dianna Mullett • 
9781760569242

Developing Creativity in the Classroom applies 
the most current theory and research on creativity 
to support the design of teaching and learning. 
Creative thinking and problem solving are at the 
heart of learning and application as students 

prepare for innovation-driven careers. This text debunks myths about 
creativity and teaching and, instead, illustrates productive conceptions 
of creative thinking and innovation, including a constructivist learning 
approach in which creative thinking enhances and strengthens 
conceptual understanding of the curriculum. 

PRU9242 • $45.95

● ●

FOSTERING CREATIVITY IN GIFTED STUDENTS
Bonnie Cramond • 9781760569259

It is not possible to teach someone to be creative. It is not possible to teach someone to be intelligent. It is, however, possible 
to teach students to use the creativity and intelligence they already have. Students can be taught to think more creatively or 
intelligently, and can also learn strategies for thinking more rationally or imaginatively. Encouraging creative thinking in the 
classroom is an exciting component of any effective gifted education program. This guide offers basic foundations required for 
supporting creativity. From establishing the right classroom environment, to using creative teaching strategies, to assessing student 
outcomes, this book is filled with practical information. The book also includes a listing of competitive contests and programs and 
an extensive list 

PRU9259 • $29.95

● ●
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Price List
PG CODE TITLE PRICE QTY

17 PRU9181
10 Performance-Based STEM 
Projects for Years 2-3

$45.95 

17 PRU9198
10 Performance-Based STEM 
Projects for Years 3-4

$45.95 

17 PRU9204
10 Performance-Based STEM 
Projects for Years 4-5

$45.95 

17 PRU9211
10 Performance-Based STEM 
Projects for Years 5-8

$45.95 

26 PRU4346
10 Projects for the PBL Classroom: 
English

$32.95 

14 PRU4353
10 Projects for the PBL Classroom: 
Maths

$32.95 

18 PRU4360
10 Projects for the PBL Classroom: 
Science

$32.95 

6 PRU9389 101 Success Secrets for Gifted Kids $19.95 

18 NST4384 A Head Start on Science $45.95 

3 CRH6425 A Mindset for Success $35.95 

27 PRU3535

A Teacher's Guide to Using the 
Common Core State Standards With 
Gifted and Advanced Learners in the 
English Language Arts

$49.95 

8 PRU8870
Advanced Reading Instruction in the 
Middle Years: A Novel Approach

$42.95 

15 NST8986
Animals Two by Two: I Wonder Why 
(F-3)

$15.00 

7 108028
Assessment and Student Success in 
a Differentiated Classroom

$32.95 

4 PRU6716 Authentic Learning $35.95 

5 PRU4384
Autonomous Learner Model 
Resource Book

$42.95 

13 SHP0423
Becoming the Maths Teacher You 
Wish You'd Had

$55.95 

6 PRU7170 Beyond Gifted Education $58.95 

14 SHP7859 Beyond the Bubble, Years 2-3 $39.95 

14 SHP7866 Beyond the Bubble, Years 4-5 $39.95 

10 SHP7873 Black Ants and Buddhists $35.95 

19 NST0805 Brain-Powered Science $37.95 

20 PRU4174 Breaking Through! $29.95 

10 SHP7972 Caring Hearts & Critical Minds $39.95 

13 PRU8887
Challenging Australian Curriculum 
Maths Lessons—Year 4

$55.00 

13 PRU8740
Challenging Australian Curriculum 
Maths Lessons— Year 5

$49.95 

13 PRU8863
Challenging Australian Curriculum 
Maths Lessons— Year 6

$49.95 

13 PRU7361
Challenging Australian Curriculum 
Maths Lessons— Year 7

$55.00 

27 PRU4181
Challenging Australian Curriculum: 
English Lessons—Year 3

$49.95 

27 PRU4198
Challenging Australian Curriculum: 
English Lessons— Year 4

$49.95 

27 PRU4204
Challenging Australian Curriculum: 
English Lessons— Year 5

$49.95 

6 4218 Challenging Minds $39.95 

27 PRU9396
Challenging Units for Gifted 
Learners, English

$32.95 

PG CODE TITLE PRICE QTY

11 TCP4155 Changing Minds and Brains $32.95 

15 NST3698
Clouds, Rain, Clouds Again: I 
Wonder Why (F-6)

$15.00 

4 PRU3653
Coding, Robotics, and Engineering 
for Young Students

$45.95 

11 PRU4407 Connections (Introductory) $24.95 

9 PRU4377
Content-Based Curriculum for High-
Ability Learners (3rd ed.)

$135.00 

19 PRU6717 Could You Live Underwater? $35.95 

26 PRU7286
Creative Curriculum Extenders, Years 
3-5

$29.95 

7 POL3851 Creativity x 4 $29.95 

9 PRU7250
Curriculum Compacting, Second 
Edition

$39.95 

15 NST9136
Dark as a Shadow: I Wonder Why 
(F-6)

$15.00 

9 PRU6852
Designing Gifted Education 
Programs and Services

$49.95 

28 PRU9242
Developing Creativity in the 
Classroom

$45.95 

3 CRH6937 Developing Tenacity $39.95 

7 PRU4211
Differentiated Lessons for Every 
Learner

$55.95 

3 PRU7187
Differentiated Projects for Gifted 
Students

$47.95 

8 PRU4228
Differentiating Instruction for Gifted 
Learners

$55.00 

7 PRU7149
Differentiating Instruction With 
Centers in the Gifted Classroom

$39.95 

13 PRU7441
Differentiating Instruction With 
Menus: Maths, Years 3-6, Second 
Edition

$29.95 

7 PRU7519
Differentiating Instruction With 
Menus: Science (Years 3-6) (2nd ed.)

$29.95 

7 HB1765 Differentiating The Curriculum $35.95 

7 HB2076
Differentiation and the Australian 
Curriculum, Revised Edition

$25.95 

10 HB3481
Differentiation and the Inclusive 
Classroom

$21.95 

8 115008
Differentiation in Middle and High 
School

$45.95 

28 PBP6326 Dramathemes, Fourth Edition $34.95 

28 PRU7101 Educating for Creativity & Innovation $69.95 

23 PRU7354
Emotional Intensity in Gifted 
Students

$29.95 

17 PRU9723 Engineer This! $49.95 

18 PRU6699
Engineering Instruction for High-
Ability Learners in K-8 Classrooms

$42.95 

15 NST2240
Environments of Our Earth: I Wonder 
Why (F-6)

$15.00 

19 NST0843 Even More Brain-Powered Science $37.95 

18 NST4650
Even More Picture-Perfect Science 
Lessons, F-5

$65.95 

5 PRU3288
Exploring Critical Issues in Gifted 
Education

$55.00 

26 PRU7347 Fiction and Nonfiction $42.95 
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PG CODE TITLE PRICE QTY

9 PRU6727 Finding Freedom $55.95 

28 PRU9259
Fostering Creativity in Gifted 
Students (The Practical Strategies 
Series in Gifted Education)

$29.95 

15 NST1116
Fragrant as a Flower: I Wonder Why 
(F-3)

$15.00 

9 PRU6869 From Giftedness to Gifted Education $89.95 

11 PRU7408 Genius Hour $24.95 

5 HB2090
Gifted Students and the Australian 
Curriculum, Revised Edition

$21.95 

5 HB0152
Gifted Students in the School 
Context

$21.95 

8 TCP3721 Good Questions, 3rd Edition $49.95 

10 SHP8983 Good Thinking $32.95 

12 INA2632
Graphic Organisers for Any Subject, 
Any Year Level

$35.95 

12 INA2649 Graphic Organisers for Maths $35.95 

12 INA2656 Graphic Organisers for Reading $35.95 

12 INA2670 Graphic Organisers for Science $35.95 

12 INA2663 Graphic Organisers for Writing $35.95 

18, 21 PRU6718 Grit in the Classroom $25.95 

20 PRU7194
Hands-On STEAM Explorations for 
Young Learners

$35.95 

15 NST3742
How Does a Plant Grow? I Wonder 
Why (F-6)

$15.00 

15 NST3421
How Does the Wind Blow? I Wonder 
Why (F-6)

$15.00 

15 NST2233
How Tall Was Milton? I Wonder Why 
(F-6)

$15.00 

10 109111
How to Assess Higher-Order 
Thinking Skills in Your Classroom

$25.95 

11 114014
How To Design Questions And Tasks 
To Assess Student Thinking

$27.95 

8 117032
How to Differentiate Instruction in 
Academically Diverse Classrooms, 
3rd Edition

$39.95 

27 PRU7330 I, Me, You, We $42.95 

23 PRU9372 I'm Not Just Gifted $35.95 

6 PRU7118
Identifying Gifted Students, Second 
Edition

$47.95 

3 PRU6950 Identifying Gifted Students $29.95 

4 PRU7200 IIM, Revised Edition $55.95 

10 RF9122
In a Nutshell: Higher Order Thinking 
Skills

$15.00 

27 PRU7309
In the Mind's Eye: Truth Versus 
Perception

$49.95 

20 NST1093
Inquiring Scientists, Inquiring 
Readers in Middle School, Grades 
6-8

$55.95 

20 NST4377
Inquiring Scientists, Inquiring 
Readers: Using Nonfiction to 
Promote Science Literacy Years 3-5

$55.95 

7 SOT1697
Instructional Methods for 
Differentiation and Deeper Learning

$41.25 

20 PRU7217 Interactions in Ecology and Literature $55.95 

6 PRU7316
Introduction to Curriculum Design in 
Gifted Education

$79.95 

PG CODE TITLE PRICE QTY

JACOB'S LADDER

25 PRU6714 Affective Jacob's Ladder Reading 
Comprehension Program Years 4-5 $47.95 

25 PRU6715 Affective Jacob's Ladder Reading 
Comprehension Program Years 6-8 $47.95 

24 PRU9410
Jacob's Ladder Reading 
Comprehension Program: Years F-1 
2nd Edition

$47.95 

24 PRU9429
Jacob's Ladder Reading 
Comprehension Program: Years 1-2 
2nd Edition

$47.95 

24 PRU7224
Jacob's Ladder Reading 
Comprehension Program: Year 3 2nd 
Edition

$47.95 

24 PRU7231
Jacob's Ladder Reading 
Comprehension Program: Year 4 2nd 
Edition

$47.95 

24 PRU7248
Jacob's Ladder Reading 
Comprehension Program: Year 5 2nd 
Edition

$47.95 

24 PRU9437
Jacob's Ladder Reading 
Comprehension Program: Years 6-7 
2nd Edition

$47.95 

24 PRU9445
Jacob's Ladder Reading 
Comprehension Program: Years 7-8 
2nd Edition

$47.95 

25 PRU9327 Jacob's Ladder Student Workbooks: 
Year 3 Nonfiction  2nd Edition $15.00 

25 PRU9334 Jacob's Ladder Student Workbooks: 
Year 3 Poetry 2nd Edition $15.00 

25 PRU9348 Jacob's Ladder Student Workbooks: 
Year 3 Short Stories 2nd Edition $15.00 

25 PRU9356 Jacob's Ladder Student Workbooks: 
Year 4 Nonfiction 2nd Edition $15.00 

25 PRU9364 Jacob's Ladder Student Workbooks: 
Year 4 Poetry 2nd Edition $15.00 

25 PRU5693 Jacob's Ladder Student Workbooks: 
Year 4 Short Stories 2nd Edition $15.00 

25 PRU9380
Jacob's Ladder Student Workbooks: 
Year 5 Nonfiction and Essays/
Speeches 2nd Edition

$15.00 

25 PRU9399 Jacob's Ladder Student Workbooks: 
Year 5 Poetry 2nd Edition $15.00 

25 PRU6940 Jacob's Ladder Student Workbooks: 
Year 5 Short Stories 2nd Edition $15.00 

25 PRU9328
Jacob's Ladder Student Workbooks: 
Year 3 Nonfiction (Set of 5) 2nd 
Edition

$39.95 

25 PRU9335 Jacob's Ladder Student Workbooks: 
Year 3 Poetry (Set of 5) 2nd Edition $39.95 

25 PRU9349
Jacob's Ladder Student Workbooks: 
Year 3 Short Stories (Set of 5) 2nd 
Edition

$39.95 

25 PRU9357
Jacob's Ladder Student Workbooks: 
Year 4 Nonfiction (Set of 5) 2nd 
Edition

$39.95 

25 PRU9366 Jacob's Ladder Student Workbooks: 
Year 4 Poetry (Set of 5) 2nd Edition $39.95 

25 PRU5694
Jacob's Ladder Student Workbooks: 
Year 4 Short Stories (Set of 5) 2nd 
Edition

$39.95 

25 PRU9381
Jacob's Ladder Student Workbooks: 
Year 5 Nonfiction and Essays/
Speeches (Set of 5) 2nd Edition

$39.95 

25 PRU9400 Jacob's Ladder Student Workbooks: 
Year 5 Poetry (Set of 5) 2nd Edition $39.95 

25 PRU6941
Jacob's Ladder Student Workbooks: 
Year 5 Short Stories (Set of 5) 2nd 
Edition

$39.95 

25 PRU3573
Jacob’s Ladder Gifted Reading 
Comprehension Program: Nonfiction 
Year 3

$29.95

25 PRU3603
Jacob’s Ladder Gifted Reading 
Comprehension Program: Nonfiction 
Year 4

$29.95
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25 PRU3610
Jacob’s Ladder Gifted Reading 
Comprehension Program: Nonfiction 
Year 5

$29.95

9 PRU8004 Leading Change in Gifted Education $90.00 

7 115005 Leading for Differentiation $39.95 

20 NST9327
Learning and Teaching Scientific 
Inquiry

$45.95 

21 PRU9280 Letting Go of Perfect $24.95 

15 NST9143 Light and Colour: I Wonder Why (F-6) $15.00 

26 PRU4452
Literature Activities Teens Actually 
Love

$21.95 

15 NST1185 Look and See: I Wonder Why (F-3) $15.00 

15 NST8993
Looking for Animals: I Wonder Why 
(F-3)

$15.00 

3 BKD8204 Make a Twist $45.00 

26 PRU4421 Make Up Your Mind $32.95 

13 PRU9174
Mathematics for Gifted and 
Advanced Learners

$29.95 

14 PRU4391
Maths and Logic Puzzles That Make 
Kids Think!

$21.95 

14 PRU2699
Maths Explorations: Factors and 
Multiples

$39.95 

14 PRU2668 Maths Explorations: Fractions $39.95 

14 PRU2262
Maths Explorations: Measurement 
and Polygons

$39.95 

14 PRU2675
Maths Explorations: Numbers and 
Operations

$39.95 

14 PRU4513
Maths Explorations: Probability and 
Statistics

$39.95 

14 PRU2651
Maths Explorations: Ratios, 
Proportions and Similarity

$39.95 

15 NST9150
Michael's Racing Machine: I Wonder 
Why (F-6)

$15.00 

22 PRU6500
Mindsets in the Classroom Book and 
Poster Set

$100.00 

22 PRU7064 Mindsets in the Classroom $34.95 

9 PRU7429
Modern Curriculum for Gifted and 
Advanced Academic Students

$65.95 

21 PBP7668 Moment to Moment $29.95 

19 NST0935 More Brain-Powered Science $37.95 

18 NST4643
More Picture-Perfect Science 
Lessons, F-4

$65.95 

21 PRU6949 Motivating Gifted Students $25.95 

16 NST1031 Next Time You See a Cloud $19.95 

16 NST6446 Next Time You See a Firefly $19.95 

16 NST6125 Next Time You See a Maple Seed $19.95 

16 NST6392 Next Time You See a Seashell $19.95 

16 NST6149 Next Time You See a Slater $19.95 

16 NST6361 Next Time You See a Sunset $19.95 

16 NST9167 Next Time You See the Moon $19.95 

23 PRU7255 Nothing You Can't Do! $21.95 

PG CODE TITLE PRICE QTY

28 PRU7088 Organic Creativity in the Classroom $76.95 

15 NST9006
Our Very Own Tree: I Wonder Why 
(F-3)

$15.00 

22 PRU6772 Parenting Gifted Children 101 $25.95 

21 PRU5997 Parenting Gifted Kids $25.95 

23 PRU6876 Parenting Kids With OCD $24.95 

4, 9 PRU6729 Perspectives of Power $55.95 

28 PRU9402 Philosophy for Kids $39.95 

28 PRU4438 Philosophy for Teens $29.95 

18 NST4636
Picture-Perfect Science Lessons, 
Expanded 2nd Edition, 3-6

$65.95 

18 NST3639 Picture-Perfect STEM Lessons, 3-5: $55.00 

18 NST3646 Picture-Perfect STEM Lessons, F-2 $55.00 

22 PRU6598
Poster: Mindsets in the Classroom 
Set

$39.95 

20 NST0942 Predict, Observe, Explain $39.95 

9 PRU7132
Project-Based Learning for Gifted 
Students

$39.95 

6 PRU7125
Proven Strategies That Work for 
Teaching Gifted and Advanced 
Learners

$39.95 

15 NST1192
Quiet as a Butterfly: I Wonder Why 
(F-3)

$15.00 

22 PRU7262 Raising Boys With ADHD $29.95 

8 PRU9495
Ready-to-Use Differentiation 
Strategies, Years 3-5

$29.95 

8 PRU9501
Ready-to-Use Differentiation 
Strategies, Years 6-8

$29.95 

22 PRU7071
Ready-to-Use Resources for 
Mindsets in the Classroom

$39.95 

6 PRU7323 Reflections on Gifted Education $69.95 

5 PRU7057 RtI for Gifted Students $53.95 

15 NST9181
Rubber vs. Glass: I Wonder Why 
(F-6)

$15.00 

18 NST7571 Science Learning in the Early Years $45.95 

20 NST0652 Science Stories: $65.95 

6 PRU4469 SIGS Complete Kit $195.00 

16 NST8948 Solar Science $55.95 

15 NST9198
Sounds Are High, Sounds Are Low: I 
Wonder Why (F-6)

$15.00 

17 PRU6730 Space, Structure, and Story $55.95 

28 115007 Sparking Student Creativity $29.95 

15 NST2257
Spenser and the Rocks: I Wonder 
Why (F-6)

$15.00 

18 NST4421
Start Young! Early Childhood Science 
Activities

$19.95 

3 CRH6555 Stretch and Challenge for All $45.95 

5 PRU9730
Talent Development as a Framework 
for Gifted Education

$79.95 

4 PRU9747
Talented Young Men Overcoming 
Tough Times

$55.00 
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6 PRU9488 Teacher's Survival Guide $29.95 

11 HB2547 Teaching Ethics $24.95 

28 TCP4148
Teaching for Creativity in the 
Australian Curriculum Classroom

$39.95 

26 PRU4445
Teaching Graphic Novels in the 
Classroom

$32.95 

3 PRU9297
Teaching Tenacity, Resilience, and a 
Drive for Excellence

$37.95 

5 NM2065 Teaching to the Top $17.95 

13 PBP6357 The ANIE $34.95 

8 108029
The Differentiated Classroom, 2nd 
Edition

$29.95 

13 PBP8921
The Four Roles of the Numerate 
Learner

$29.95 

21 PRU9303 The Girl Guide $19.95 

7 TCP2069 The New Inclusion $32.95 

19 NST4001 The Power of Investigating $32.95 

19 NST9068 The Power of Questioning $29.95 

23 PRU7293
The Social and Emotional 
Development of Gifted Children, 
Second Edition

$49.95 

15 NST9013
The Tree by Diane's House: I Wonder 
Why (F-3)

$15.00 

8 SOT9263 Think Big, Start Small $27.95 

4 PRU9754 Thinking Like a Geographer $49.95 

4 PRU9761 Thinking Like a Mathematician $49.95 

4 PRU9778 Thinking Like a Scientist $49.95 

PG CODE TITLE PRICE QTY

4 PRU9785 Thinking Like an Engineer $49.95 

11 HB7474 Thoughtworks $37.95 

5 3978 To Be Gifted and Learning Disabled $43.45 

22 POL3981
Understanding & Nurturing Non-
Verbally Gifted Learners

$14.95 

23 PRU9792
Understanding Your Gifted Child 
From the Inside Out

$49.95 

3 TCP5992 Unlocking Student Talent $39.95 

15 NST6071
Up, Up in a Balloon: I Wonder Why 
(F-6)

$15.00 

27 PRU4235
Using the Common Core State 
Standards for English Language Arts 
With Gifted and Advanced Learners

$24.95 

19 NST9228 What Are They Thinking? $55.95 

15 NST8721
What Can an Animal Do? I Wonder 
Why (F-6)

$15.00 

15 NST6057
What Does an Animal Eat? I Wonder 
Why (F-6)

$15.00 

15 NST8929
What Makes Different Sounds? I 
Wonder Why (F-6)

$15.00 

23 SOT7061
When Actions Speak Louder Than 
Words

$40.00 

21 PRU9310
When Gifted Students Underachieve: 
What You Can Do About It

$24.95 

4, 21 PRU6883
When Smart Kids Underachieve in 
School

$29.95 

22 PRU9808
Wholehearted Teaching of Gifted 
Young Women

$55.00 

19 TCP0034
Young Investigators, Expanded Third 
Edition

$39.95 

Total (including freight) $
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